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ITANPUTTEN,

W*., Dealer in Drags, Medlclnes.Palnts,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Vaa Dm Biae'ePamily Medicines ; Rirer St.

V
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PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

iness.

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
UPFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

PuUWur.

The joint oommiueeaon it ate affairs and
can be so quickly public lands reported Saturday the bill in*
guaranteeit. Hold
traducedby Mr. Van Loo, which ia in*

10

rmltars.

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepsiaand LlyerJ ten<led
d**P°*« °f tkt ao-callid
Complaint? Shiloh’s Vltallxer Is guaranteedto Detroit & Milwaukee railroad lands. The
CO.. Dealers in all care you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
lU kinds of Pornitare.Cartaine,Wall Paper,
committees have held three sessions end
Carpets, Coffins, Plctnre Frames, etc.: Rirer st.
SLBBLPBBSNIGHTS, made miserable by that had the several points for and against the
terrible cough. Shiloh's Cure Is the remedy for
Seaeral Dsalsri.
you. Sold by-D. R. Meeogs.
different features of this questionspreVf EYEH,

WILLIAM a ROGERS.
Editor and

y D. R. Meengs.

WHOLE

1883.

k MilwaukeeRailroad Lauda.

Detroit

^oal.
THAT HACKING COUGH
ired by Shiloh's Cure. Wa

31,

BROUWER A

NO.

Uuderwood Johnson, and

in

580.

"Bric-a-Brao

four "Rondeaux of CiUei,” by Robert

who

Grant,

imputed

Satlriiea the chief attraction

New York,
and Baltimore. Ia

to tbe typical ballet of

Boston, Philadelphia,

"Topics of the

Time” are

editorials en-

titled "A Great Metropoliun University,”

"Slave or Maaterf” and

"Tbe

New Reform,” meaolog

the

Prase sad

civil service.

AN PUTTEN 0„ A SONS., General Dealers
V- In Drr Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats

Fred Flashbe and Miss Florentia
CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath sented and dtaenssed by them both by
secured by Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price, ‘60 members of the boose and outside parties.
Flounce
were discussing (.he mental power
and Gape, Floor, Provisions,etc. ; River street cents. Nssal Injector free. 8oldbyD.R.Meeugi.
The interestfelt in this measure was shown of controlling thought. Said Flasher:
FOR LAME BACK. Side or Chest use Shiloh's
IstsU.
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R. by the attendance at these meetings. Sev"1 will give you a pair of gloves if you
plTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- Meeugs.
eral amendmentshave been proposed and can think of positively nothing for five
\J prletors. The only first-classHotel in the
city. Is located In the business center of the town,
SHILOH'S COUGH and ConsnraptionCare Is recommended by the committee,and the minatet, and still he awake.”
sud has one of the largest sod beet sample rooms sold by us on a guarantee. It enree consumption.
bill Is now in the bands of the printer and
lu the State. Free bus In connectionwith the Ho- Sold by D. R. Meeugs.
“Done,” she responded.
tel. Holland,
HMy
referred
to the committee of the whole.
Five minutes passed.
SHILOH'S VTFALIZBRts what you need for
OH(EN IX HOTEL. Ryder A Ooffee, proprietors. Consumption, Lose of Appetite,Dlxstneseand The leading provisions of the bill are these :
“I have won the gloves!” she exJr Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. Ry depot, all symptons
ivmptons of Dyspepsia. Price 10 end
and 75 cents
The actual settlerwbo has ^bought under claimed.
has good facilities for the traveling public,and its per bottle. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
table Is nnsnrpassed. Free Hack for accommoi
tbe Griswold, Bowes and Gould titles is
"How did yon manage to think of nothguests.
Mich.
'If

T«rau «f SmWoriptioa:
$1.60 per pear tf paid in advance; $1,76 if
paid at three monthe, and $t.00 if

paid

at tiz

monthe.
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325

16

no medicine known that does this

Physicianand Surgeon, can be
X> found in bis office, on River street,next door will keep
to 1). R. Meengs, drag store.
give yon
R.

B..

It

your blood rich and pure, and
good health at little cost. Bee

REMBRS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Restdence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Marstreet. Offlee one door west of Van Raalte'e
boot and shoe store. Offlee hours from 8 a. m. to
12m.,andfrom6p.m.
50- ly

IV

toSp.m.

L'CHIPHORSP, L.

O

and

Physician

Surgeon;

at tbe drug atore of Scbepereft Schipborst: is prepared at all thnee, day or night, to
attend to “calls.”
offlee

n.
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Prom Holland
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280 900 885

50 ...Ferryaburg...

7 25 4 50 1 20 ...Muskegon...
Dl.
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B. P. the leading Photographer,Gallery opposite this office.

There
WstoksisidJmlry.
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a.

12 45 440
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10.10
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• Mixed trains.
t Runs daily, all other trains daily except Sunday. All trains run by Chicago time.
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jMtU*.
Claim Agent, Attorney and

Notary Public: River street.

'if’OBRIDE, A CARROLL. Attorneys at Law,
iVL Leppig's Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Business in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties

Oouliita Xsrohaxt.

H. Commission

Merchant, and
dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Offlee In Brick
store cor Eighth s Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
T) EACH, W.

Sragi aat Esdidasi.

TAOESBURG. J. O.

Dealer in Drugs and Medlclues. Paints and Oils. Brashes, Ac. Physicians prescriptions carefolly put up. Eighth St,

U

D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Med*
iclnes. Fancy Goods, Toilet Artldes and
Perfumeries. River street.

JL

BENGS,

&
@

..

lb

Attomyi.

H.

is no subject so prominently beAmerican people at the present

time as that of Mormonism. It is the
I> REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and topic of the hour. The newspapers and
dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
magazlhei are filled with it, the ministers
and Eighth Street.
preach about it and it is the topic of priVK7YKUUY8EN, H., dealer in Watches, Clocks. vate conversatiob. The last articleof the
Vf Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and late Dr. Bacon was "The Ulah Problem”
Cedar streets,Holland,
24-ly.
and was left unfinished with the question
"What are you going to do about it.”
Most people think they know all about it,
but even the best informed after perusing
the pages of the new book. "The Women
Produce, Etcof Mormonism” have to confess to feel
(Correctedevery Thursday by E. J. Harrington.) ings of astonishmentat the iniquities there
Apples, T bushel .................
$ 75
1 00 portrayed, and to admit that the half had
Beaus, T bushel ................
1*0 not been told.
Butter, f lb .........
17
Ka!.,*doxeD .....................
n Miss Frances E. Willard, in the IntroHoney, $
......................
15 duction to the book, says: "I have read its
Onions, |1 bushels ................
50 pages with thoughts too deep for tears.
Potatoes, T bushel ................
50
Some sulpbur shrouded planet may have
a vocabularyfiendish enough to fitly chardrain, Feed, Etc.
acterize what they reveal, but mere Eng(Corrected every Thursday by W. H. Beach.)
lish it only the vocabularyof a prating
Buckwheat, f bushel .........
75
Bran. £ 100 Its ....................
90 parrot in presence of such pathos and
Barley, T 100 lb .....................
@ ISO such woe.”
Clover seed, T
..................
@ 7 50 "The Women of Monflonlsn: or the
Corn Meal T 100 lbs ........ .......
& 1 80 Story
of Polygamy as Told by the Victims
Corn, shelled T bushel ............
50
Flour, Tbrl ........................
QL 525 Themselves,” is an authentic work. It is
Flue Cora Meal S 100 fts .........
1 60 edited by a lady in Salt Lake City, Utah,
Feed, tt ton ..
24 30
who has long been one of the leaders in
« 100 ft
1 80
Hay, « ton...
7 00
9 00 the Anti-Polygamy cause. She relates tbe
Middling, T 1
1 80 stories
ies of the "victims” almost In tbeir
Oats, VI bushel ...............
40
own words. The persons who made the
Pearl Barley, T 100 ft ...............
600
Rye T bush .....................
50 statements, many of whom are still in the
Timothy Seed, T bushel ..........
1 75 Mormon church and see no way out, were
Wheat, white T bushel..
1 00 willing to make private affidavits to the
.............
LancasterRed, T bushel. ..

TJOWARD,M. D.,

fore the

Mich.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

From

Timely Book.

TTIGGINS,

XX

....Grandville...11 60 7 10 9 05

420 ..Grand

6 85 10 80
a.

840 955

ing

Newt.

The

April number of Lippincolt’s Maga-

zine challenges attention by the variety,

and interest of its contributions.
other column.
Tbe opening paper, which Is beautifully
illustrated,bas for Its subject East HampCard.
To all who are suffering from the errors ton, Long Island, the summer resort of a
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak- throng of artists, and hence styled by the
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, Ac.,
writer, Charles Burr Todd, "The AmeriI will send a recipe that will cure you,
free of eluiroe. This gr$at remedy was esn Barbison.” "A Pilgrimage Down
discovered by a missionary in South East,” by R. Riordao, gives capital
America. Sefid a self 'addressed envelope sketches of places and people— Newport
to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station

PktolTAphir.
5 85

to be sold at public auction at tbe
minimum price of $1.25 per acre.— Eren*

ability,

From Grd. Rapids If ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon ;
to Holland.
IvX offlee at GraafrcbapVillage,Allegan connty,
Mich. Offlee hours from 12 to 2 r.
26-lj.
a. m. •m.

From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
a m. a.m. p.m..

is

surely as Parker’s Ginger Tonic.

as

REST,

ket

520 8

ing such purchase by deed or conveyance mouitache and kept

It

there,” she replied,

(

2 00

6 15 8 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55

"On

wbo

chaser

7-tf.

IT

£50

Next comes tbe pur ing for the whole five minutes?” he asked,
bas not settled upon these •aprly.
lands; be can procure bis gjtont by prov"I fastened my mind firmly 00 your

first providedfor.

D

fkyilelui.

SIS 280 .Beaton Harbor.12 50 815 210

205 140

Proposals*

Michigan.

55 ..Gd. Junction..

12 00 12 00

Btonehitls

P., Juitlce of tbe Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at abort or any section,if you keep your stomach,
20 ....Richmond...8 55 7 15 4 45 notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland, liver and kidneys in perfect working order.
9-1 y

10 40 10 05 12 08
10 55 10 25 12

and

V

From Holland

920 11

WHOOPING COUGH

CROUP,

from the above parties; and in order to triumphantly.
Th$ referee awarded her the gtovea.
cut off all danger of having obscure deed*
DOONK Hn Llverv and Sale Stable. Office an addition to the Btandatd Roller Mills,
andbarnon Marketetreet.Everythingfirat- in accordancewith plana and specifications or contractsresurrected for the occasion,
Thb snake queitlon mast be an Importclaaa.
tbe bill cuts off all such documents as ant one in the East Indies if some statistics,
now with J. R. Kleyn, Archetect,
TTAVERKATE,G. J., Livery and Boarding
WALSH DE ROO, & CO. hsve not been recorded before March 1, recently published, are accurate. Daring
XX stable. Floe rigs and good horse* cart althe year 1881 aaakea are said to have des1882. The squatter comes next. Any one
ways be relied on. (In Fish atreet,near Hcott'a
troyed 18,870 human lives la India, be33-tf
Old Berkshire Mills, )
who has located upon these lands as • sides killing a much larger number of catDalton,
Mass.,
April
27, 1882. }
VHBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
bona fide settler and has continued to re* tle. Of the aaakea 254,987 are alleged to
iv Ninth atreet, near Market.
Mr. Peter Lawler has been a resident of
side thereon, since Jan. 1, 1888, can get a have been killed; but it la almost IncrediBut Maftatt.
this town for the past seventeen years, and
ble that they were able to destroy a human
patent for 40 acres by paying $1.25 an
life for every thirteen or fourteen of tbeir
V7'UITE,J..Dealer in all kinda of meats and in our employ for fifteen, and in all these
arcre therefor which money goes to tbe own nnmber pat out of the way. These
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th atreet.
years he baa been a good and respected
stste, unless tbe land should hsve been reptiles must even be more destructive
IfANDBRHAAR, H., Dealer laFreah, Salt, citizenof the town and community. He
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper has bad some chronic disease to onr knowl- previously bought from either Griswold or than tbe kerosene lamps, and toy pistols of
civilization.
and twine; 8th street.
Bowes, iu which case this money goes to
edge for most of the time, but jiow claims
Xuafietorlsi, Xilli, (beyi, Its.
such purchaser. The excession of 188),
When a cold or other cause cheeks the
to be, and is, in apparent good health.
PAUELS, VAN PUTTBN ft CO., Proprietors
are to be refunded. Tbe lands are to be operation of the secretive organs, tbeir
Chas. O. Browns, Pres’t.
of Piugytr MUlt; Steam Saw and Flour
Datura! healthy action should be restored
Mills.) near foot of StbstrssL
[The wonderful case referred to above cleared from all back taxes, prior to the by the use of Ayer's Pills, sod inflamma\7AN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm implements ia published in another column and will date from which they are claimed,and all tory material thereby removed from the
and Machinery,cor. River end Ninth Street. prove of great value to thousands of our taxes heretoforeassessed against these •ystem. Much serious slcknesi and sufreaders.— Ed.]
lands and rejected and charged back to fering might be preventedby thus prompt*
YX7ILM8, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, aid
Iv correctingthose slight derangements
vv Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor(he counties, are to be credited back to
10th and River streets.
flood Advice.
that, otherwise, often develop into aettled
You will prevent and cure the greater such counties. The balance of tbe lands disease.
VoUrrFuUlfii.
part of the ills that afflict mankind in this not claimed or patented under tbe bill are

X

Taking Effect, Bandog Noe. 13, 1883.

t!020

t

Mich.

lished whiteut charge for subscribers.

YORK.

Holland,

O

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
t
Baslnese Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $100 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub

THIS

tion of

immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh's Core. Sold by
8 00 OGOTT’ HOTEL, Wm. J. Scott, proprietor. D. R. Meengs.
10 00
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
17 SO Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
25 00 $1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
40 00 be relied on. Holland,
8-ly
Propoiala will be receivedby ua for the
•5 00
erecting
and furniahing of all material for
Llvarvaallala tU>lH.

changes.
CP*

Mich.

I. 0. of 0. F.

.

02

1 06

and Concord, Holmes and Whittier, etc.—
in a piquant style. "The

German Element
in the United States,” by E. V. Smalley,
embodies in brief compass a large amoant
of suggestive information

topic. "Mr.Speech”

is

Freeman

on an important

on

American

the title of a racy piece of

criticism.An article

on Wagner, by

Philip G. Hubert, Jr., is avowedly tbe
productionof a fanatical admirer, but may
be accepted as a frank and lively statement
of one side of a question which cannot yet

be thoroughly and

impartially treated.

Miss Tincker’s serial, "Tbe Jewel In
tbe Lotos,” is the most captivatingstory

now

running through any of the maga-

Holland Crrr News, De Orondvet aad
De Hollander tbe plans aud tbe estlmntc of
the cost of puttlogin the High Pressure
System of Water works lu tbe City of
Holland.
Tbe plans as furnished by Mr. M.
Walker, of Port Huron, Mlcblgao, and
adopted by tbe Common Council, Feb.
15tb, 1882, are as follows: The works to be
located at about the center of block HD.”
South west addition; the Engine room to
be opposite the Cappoo and Bertsoh Leather Company’s boiler room '.Cistern to be
located on tbe bank of tannery creek, the
supply of water to come from the numerr
ous springs thereabout*,suction pipe to
conoect cistern with engine room; the supply of water in case of fife to be taken
from Black Lake for which purpose a suction pipe will connect the lake with the
engine honse; tbe distributing pipes to be
laid through tbe following named streets:
on River street, from Fourth street to Thirteenth street; on Eighth street, from River
street to abopt 800 feet eut of quarter
stake, section 28 and 29; on tfiotb street,
from First avenue to River street ; on Tenth
street from River street to Fish street; on
Twelfth street, from Maple to Cedar atreet ;
on Pine street, from Twelfth street to thirteenth street ; on Cedar atreet from Eighth
street to Twelfth street; on Fish street,

warm human

life,

yet free

etc., to-wit:

~ Mrs. Burnett’s story, “Through One
Administration,”
grown in

which has

$5
^
“P1 ^ ***
M
4 “ “
...................
p!f*

Ilg

steadily 9,240 "

interest, reaches an effectiveand

tragic conclusion in tbe April Century,

8M) “
17,515 fr

4|

J’ig to

" M

“

tt

aifflo so

8 "snc.pipefiS
»• It
«8 00
landli
trenebingand
laying 12 cU per ft 2,101 80

}

.

which completes Volume XXV. of the XM in.
5-6 in.
-------_____
In. pie,
gate.
5-6
in. gate,
gUe. and lt-4
11-4 in.
in. gate
cate 280
00
pa aame
•
mpe
aa at
—
.........
« Ml
MMkegon
......... 8,000 w
00
magazine. The third part of ’A Woman’s
sr4x
u „ .»•*
4*,*i “J »<>»« .......... 900 00
ng and
l ___
Bnlldlng
lot ........................
00
Reason,” Mr. Howell's new and striking _____
Ineldeatad expen tm.
goo qq
story, reveals the heroine Helen reduced Wella and claterna............. ’..i!!”!! 800 00
--

’

almost to poverty after the settlement of
her father's estate.

1

ToU1 ................................
820,075 58

Mr. Walker

also stated to the Council
Stedman'a essay on"Emer8on,”the most that tbe above estimate would not vary five
Importantarticle In the number, reaches per cent In the gross expense of putting In
Congregational Church, Detroit, Mich.,
Waterworksin the city; also that with
writes: "I read the manuscript pages with tbe high-water mark of literary criticism. one thousand feet of hoee water could be
Most conspicuous among several pro- thrown on nearly every holding in the city
an interest which at times rose to astonish*
mentand indignation. This hook Ism fusely illustratedarticles is Ben Perley llTTXttbXTi C(IS& Oj
truthfulness of their accounts.
Rev. Moses Smit, pastor of the Second

d

_

LX.

u

At a meeting of the Oommon Council of
the City of Holland,held on the 9Ut day
of March, 1882, the Committee on Fire De
partment were instructed to publish lu tbe

from Eighth street to Twelfth street.
In regard to the coat of constructing a
from vulgar realism, beautiful in style, system of Water Works in the City of
vivid in its portraituresand descriptions, Holland, Mr. Walker, after carefully lookaud animated in its dialogues. The ing over the whole city, furnlabed the
Council with tbe following detailed eatieditorial departments are as well filled
mate of all tbe expensesto be increased in
and interestingas usual.
building buildings, laying atreet maioa,
zines, full of

sure will be (onnjl to be the right thing, in
Poore’s descriptionof “The Capitol at
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
the right place, at the right time and from
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd.
the right source. Every pastor in the land Washington,” including annecdotes of
FollowaHalMl°Uand,Mich.,onTneadayEvening
may recommend the volume before he famous men who have been leader in ConVlifltlngbrothera arecordlallyinviled
.
sees it, and a million copies onght to be gress. In "Plotters and Pirates of LouisM. Hamukotok, N.G.
•old in one year.”
William Bdmoabtkl, R. s.
iana,0 Mr. Cable offers tbe fascinating
This work is to make a great stir in the
country ; every one who bean of it wanta chapters yet printed of his Creole papers,
T- h
ARaooLABlommunicatlon of Uxitt Lomi, to read it. It is sold only by subscription the principal feature being a graphic
No. 191.P.AA.M..wlllbehaldatMaaonieHall•0 as to have it circulated as widely at
as posnot* sketches of the pirates of Barstaria. An
Holland.Mich., on Wednesday evening, April
sible. To places where no agent can be
18,at7)'clock, aharp.
article with carious' illustrations,appealsecured the work will be sent by mail on
„ _
„
O. Bmtmai. W.M.
ing aot alone to sportsmen, is Barnet
D.L. Botd.^sc'v.
receipt of the price, $2.
' The enterprisingagent who secures Philllpa’s account of "The PrimitiveFlabchoice territory will be fortunate. We hook.”
Why Woloona.
What make* Floretton Colonge wel- understand the publisher desires good The poems of the number include "Reagents in this county. Full particulars
come on every lady’i toilet table is its last* can be obtained by addressing C. G. G. monstrance,”by the late Sidney Lanier ; a
log fragranceand rich, flowery ordor. '
Paine, Detroit,
6*8w sonnet in honor of "Salvini,” by Robert

_

Hotioo.

7b the Klectore ef the Oity of IfoUand.

,

Mich.

•

The Committee on Ways and Means
under data of March lit, 1882, reported
the following:.“Mr. L Cappon, of the
Cappon and Bertach Leather Company
says that he will keep the Water Works in
ruonlng order day and night, furnishing
all needful labor and tbe oil for the ma-

in a

reasonable distance from where the

boilers of the tanneiy are looted. The
coat of running the Water Work, the city
furniahing the labor, fuel, and oil for machinery, would be $1,150.
All of which la respectfully submitted,

JOHN BEUKEMA,

-

JACOB KUITE,

PIETER WINTER,
Committee on Fire Department.

|olIat|iI
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mentionedas & probable member of PresiArgentine and Chilian troops fought
dent Arthur’s Cabinet In December, 1881,
on Patagoniansoil, and many were killed
he was tendered the Postmaster Generalship, which positionhe held at the time and woqpded on both sidea The batcle ioof his death
. .Patrick Egan, thrf Irish pamlted from the invasion of CliiU by ^Jie
triot, is fn Chicago ____ Four bodies hod been
Argentines. , .The estimates laid before the
recovered from the Braidw ood mine, up to Dominion Parliament for the enduing rWr
aggregate#45,10.'.' (W, of which $15,256^)00
is for railways.The debt of the Dominion
THE SOUTH,
Wah Lee, a Chinese laundrjrman, 3overument is $107,000,000:
The business failures for the week,
has sued the LouisvilleCourier-Journal and
Commercialtor libel, claiming $5,000 dam- as reported to R. G. Dun A Co., of the
ages, for publishing evidence in a tjial that mercantile agency, Numbered lify as tigoiosi
the Chinaman kept anopiam-dOn'and hotwe
225 for tho previous week, a reduction of 50,
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The. New Jersey Fite Inrlrance Company, which has been In existence fifty

ot ill-repute.

yean, has retired from the business.

distributedas follows: New England States,

A dispatch from Little Rock^Ark.,
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acres to artichokes. When once seeded"
they need no replanting,and will make
York city Ji; Canada 21... .On Good Friday,
William Burks and Green Capninglmm tfy* most food for the least money of
were hanged at Lafayette. Ga; Jerome any crop that is raised. All who have
Holt at Graham, N. C.; Nicholas tried it speak in highest terniK of the
Walker at Little Rock, Ark. ; and Fred Waite
artichoke.
at Franklin, Tex.
.The officialcall for the
meeting of the Irish National Land League
Wet LiimU ami Deep Plowing.
ot the United States and Canada to meet at
PhiladelphiaApril 20, has been issued The
Wet lands should not be plowed
announcement is made that Purnell and
deej) until they have been thoroughly
3lhi r nationalists will attend
drained. Alluvial soils and . deep clay
FlUS destroyed the Williams sewingloams, where the surface and subsoils
machine factory,located noa/ Montreal, indo not materiallydiffer, can scarcely bo
volving a loss of $200,000, which was entiretilled too deeply. Thin soils, howeVer,
ly covered by insurance.An oatmeal-mill
should not be plowed below the availat Center City, Ohio, was burned, the loss
being $55,0iX)....Roar Admiral Thomas able plant food. It takes twice as much
Middle Btatea 89; Western, 57; Kouthem,
18; PacificNtates and Territories,12;

reports that near Booneville,Logan county,

Howard

New

and posse attacked foor men
supposed to be tho Little Rock and Fort
riyed at Brooklyn last, week. The box con- Smith train-robbers, A running fight foltaining the body was placed in a hearse and lowed. and one of the fugitiveswas fatally
conveyed to the Governor’s room in the New wounded. Capt Ellington,of the Sheriff’s
York City Hall, where it lay in state until posse, was wounded. /
the following evening, abd was then taken
The book-keeperof the Merchants’
to Washington.-. .The body of Charles 8oehand
Planters' Bank of Montgomery, Ala,
ner, a compatriot of Hecker and Schura in
the German revolutionof Htyofwas reduced has lost $00,000 of the institution's funds in
.Fjre swept away a cotton
tc ashes in the Le Moyne cremation furnace speculation
warehouse at Colarabus, Ga. causing a loss
at Washington, Pa
Sheriff Grady

Payne, anther of “Home, Sweet Home," ar-
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The Vanderbilt coterie of New York

$2uo,

.

.

ooa

.

•

A snow-storm in Virginiaon

•ciety were thrown into a tremor over a

the

23d

of March, accompanied by cold weather, It
report that the Socialists of that city, under
is feared has damaged the fruit crop.
the lead of Herr Most had planned to break
The Apaches ut present committing
ap Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt’s fancy-dress ball
by throwing bombs through the windows of outrages in Arizona are said to be from tho
the mansion, in revenge for the discharge San Carlos reservation,their number being
of a number of brakemen from the New
estimatedat SCO. A band of twenty -seven
York Central’s employ.
Indians made an attack on tiffetown of WinFour young men, well known in New chester, Arizona, but were repulsed.Tw'o
York society, engaged in a double prize- white men were killed. . .Judge David Davis
and bride were the recipients of marked
fight at Far Rockaway, Long Island, for
courtesies at Atlanta,Ga.
their own satisfaction and the edification of
a party of congenialspirits.Some hard
WASHINGTON.
blows were sfruck,bnt neither of the comIt lias been decided by Attorney
batants was very badly punished.....Harrington A Simomls, wool-dealers,of Boston, General Brewster that the law making rehave suspended, with $75,01)0liabilities.
tirement from the army compulsoryon offi-

is

manure to

dead

Gordon, of

Georgia,

.

who have reached (>» rears repealsthe
law which limited the number on the retired
has list to 400. In accordance with this decision
recently passed through the Creek reserva- thirteenadditional officers have Just been
tion on the way to his post, reports that a retired, and a permanent increaseof the list

THE WEST.
‘ Indian Agent Townsend, who

cers

state of complete aaarchy prevails there in
consequenceef the animosities existingiietween the two factionsof the tribe, work

will follow.

Commissioner of Agriculture LorSalmon to Washington to
make investigationsinto diseases of cattle,
ino has called Dr.

being neglected for marauding, and that the
entire
Agent'
ernment intervenl
From Nov. 1, 18&.\ tc March 1, IfitW, there
were 425,400 hogs packed at Cincinnati

who, some two or throe years ago, resigned

fertilize

land when

f

pnetiiaKtbafi jlidUhnett fori it*

1

is

no sfock-raisercan afford to be

without?

a.

Ghietigd 'tT.tiening

Journal.

HOUMRKEEPERSN UEUtt
An excellent pudding sauce

is

v

\

made

of two cups of white sugar, a piece of

butter the size of an^gg, one egg well
beaten*, stir these together, and then
add a teftcupful of boiling water aud
put it in a saucepan until it: thickens.
Do not let it boil. Ukc vanilla or lemon

flavoring.

.

•

other hand, bv plowing only five inches
cold add the whites of four eggs beaten
deep the soil will bo exhausted much tea stiff froth; stir all together until
quicker than when the plowing is ton light, and put in a dish and bake about
inches.'

t wenty minutes. When cold cover with
good cream and serve.

Girdling.

into railroad speculation, has grown very

now

i

true,

it is

his seat in the United States Senate to enter

is

but

For iv delicious dessert take threoplowed to a depth of ten inches, as quarters of ft pound of prunes ; sweeten
when it is plowed five inches; on the to taete, and stew; when, thoroughly

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

wealthy. He

oourw* ** has- ar much- greater value, ns
compared with hay, thauJn tho West,

.

Punier, United Htates navy,

Gen. John B.

pounds per cubic foot, j The cost of
rafiring the com And fllliugtho silo-in a
KdOd corn-groyfing country is about

By one class farming is
ip be
Periton-3^ oareW K&stera t*x_
purely manual pursuit. This class ir perftnentermalrta.the Vsfoe of ensilage
in enemy to all theories ; it looks long- for feeding one-thirdthat of good hay
ingly back to the good old times flfjiy —ton for ton— but its value as a food is
fears ago when everybody was prac- still disputed, its opponents claiming
that it scours cattle— some even saying
tical.
that it intoxicatesthem — on<l that its
,
jArtic]iok<?» for Hogs.
valuotisf l£ps thpA Jh/ sayu^fbtfil cured.
The Grange Visitor advises farmers Ensilage,however, is fast gainipg
who are raising hogs to plant a few ground in the Eastern States, where, of

17;

The steamer Burgtindia,from Marseilles,bringing the remains of John

TV^

AGRICULTURAL*
•r*.

a citizen of Florida,

ami

a?ain longs for his old Senatorial Ufa It
i< .-aid he is a candidate for the seat in the
S ;nntc, now occupied by H m. Wilkinson

Experimentswere made

at tho Mass-

achusetts Agricultural College in girdling surplus branches which were to bo
afterward cut away. A revolving knife
When Stephen W. Dorsey, one of cut rapidly a ring of the bark a fourth
the star-route defendants, was colled as a
of an inch wide just below tho bunch of
witness,the question immediatelyarose as fruit about midsummer. This treatto his beliefs on the sanctityof an oath, and
ment was performed on twelve rows of
whether he had doubts of future rewards or grapes. The enlarged and early fruit,
punishments. The Judge decided that Dorsey
sold for $30 more than the same ampunt
should be sworn, and that gentleman then
formally denied that he conspired against of the common or main, crop, the libor
tho Government; that he ever hod transac- being less than half this sum. No intions, directly or indirectly,with Brady; jury has been apparent to the vines so
and that Keraell'stestimony was false from
beginningto end. The* irascible temper of treated, the girdled canes being cut away
when done with.
the witness was evident throughouthis ex'

To m\ke

a nice sliced-applepie line

pie-plate with crust, sprinkle it wifli
sugar, fill it with tart apples sliced very
i\

a little sugar and cinnamon
scatteredover them; add a few small
bits of bufter and a table-spoonfulof
water if the apples are not juicy;7
sprinkle with flour, cover with a top
crust, and bake for about three-quarters of an hour.
thin, with

For sponge-rolltake two eggs
very

lieaten

one teacupful of light-brown
sugar, Uirce teaspoonfulsof sweet
cream, and ono teaspoonful of baking
powder mixed with one teaenpful of
flour. Stir all together until light; and
amination.
Earth Worms.
bake
in & quick oven. When done turn
The Secretary of the Interior has
out on a napkin spread with sugar, and
rendered a decision relative to the fencing
“A grape-grower, who greatly dislikes
Toll Tip'while hut with anrkiml of jelly
of public lands by stock-raisers,holding earth worms, telle me that last summer
or jam, and, cover .with a napkin imtil
tb&t such action is altogether without the
he killed a large striped snake, swollen
iu<4Z
sanction of law. Mr. Teller promises that full, as he supposed, with hapless toad cold.
liiH departmentwill do all it can to break up
Ambrosia.— Take six large sweet oror frog swallowed. On examination,tho
the i»ractioe.,..Gen.Diaz and party have
West
anges, peeled and sliced (the-seeds and
swollen
mass
proved
to
be
earth
worms,
reached Washington. Many of the courtesies that it was Intended should lie extended and my friend repented the kUling. Fpr as much of the core as possible must be
to the ex-Prenidentof Mexico were dis- my own part, I cannot as yet believe taken out), one pineapple pooled and
pensed with, owing to the death of Postthat earth worms are particularly in- sliced, and one large cocoanut grated ;
master General Howe.
jurious. As plenty as they are in our alternate-tho layers of pineapple with
The person known in connection richest clay loams, I am forced to thty'k grated cocoanut aud sprinkle pulverized
with the Phoenix Park assassinations as
that, if injurious, we should grow noth- sugar over each layer. Oranges and
••Number 0ne” is now said to bear the name
ing where we often get our best crops;” cocoanut alone malm a very nice amof Tyner, his present habitation being New
in
brosia.
York He is alleged to have been in Dublin Thus writes a correspondentof tho
Country
Gentleman.
.Scotch Scones.— Mix thoroughlya
up to the day that Carey, the approver, gave
hw tcHtimohy ..... Queen Victoria attended
pound and a half of flour, a pinch of
the christening of her youngest grandLooking for tho Cause.
salt, a teaspoonfulof soda, and the same
child, the infant daughter of the Duke of
of cream tartar. Mix to a light paste
Albany.
The farmer who has bad luck two or
The fancy ball given by Mr. and three seasons in succession should look with a pint of sour milk, knead the
dough a little, roll it out till about a
Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt at New Y’ork was a well to see that the cause is not in the
third of an inch thick, and cut it into
social event never surpassedin the metrop- weather or season, but in decreased ferthree-corneredpieces, each side being
mitting depreda^onsin the vicinity of Fort of salaries involved
olis. The costumes were unique but taste- tility, luck of good cultivation, or lack
about four inches long. Put tho scones
Washington
telegram
:
“According*
ful,
the
dances
fantastical,
and
the
decoraConrad, Montana, killing at one place
of drainage. It ofteif happens that
. . j..
on a floured tin and bake in quick oven.
seventy-fiveWork oxea A party of Piegans to a report current here, Minister West has, 'bions magnificent
heavy soils, while new, are kept light
led by two white men and Chief Little Dog informed the Htate Department that he in
Unprecedentedlyheavy snow- and porous by the vegetable matter
Marble Cake. — One cup of butter,
et oht in pursuit of thd marauders, whom
instructedby Lord Granville to say storms are reported from- sections ot the they contain. They are also naturally two cups of sugar, three cups of flour
they encounteredabout daybreak. A tight
that the violent expressions which cer- Carolinasand Virginia It was two feet deep
and four well-beaten eggs, one cup of
ensued, iu which two Crees were killed and
tain professed American citizens have in some places,and houses collapsed under underdrainedin wooded countries by
two Piegans wounded The hostiles ore rethe channels made by decaying tree sweet milk, two teaspoon fuls of bakinggiven utterance to since the dynamite ex- its weight
treatingdown the Marias, and fears for the
plosion in London may disturb the otherwise
roots. As cultivation exposes the soil powder mixed with the flour. Dissolve
settlers ore entertained____ NearCharlestown,
amicable relations existing between her
to sun and air, the vegetable matter a heaping teaspoonfulof chocolate with
Arizona, a pony of prospectors,while enToo Many Books.
Majesty’s Government and the United
gaged around some newiv-discovered coaldisappears. At the same time the plow a little milk, better still with cream.
States.* ____ The fact has been developed that
The great danger th the present day
fields, were attacked by a bond of twenty Inno effort has ever been mode by the Bureau
breaks up the natural drainage outlets, Then dip out a cupful of the cake batdians without warning, and several men
is not that an author or an artist will bo
of Agriculture to gather statisticsrelative to
and the owner must lay tile or go West. ter, and stir the chocolatein it till it is
killed and three wounded
“run down” by the critics, but that he
trichimcin
thoroughly mixed and brown. Cover
Roland Reed, one of the brightest
How to Hake Ensilugu.
the bottom of the cake-tin with tho batA rumor having gained currency will be overlooked in the great deluge
and most-promisingyoung comedians on that the relations between Great Britain of works of all kinds which now flood
ter, and then in two or three places
the stage, apjuiars at McVicker’s Theater,
the earth. When were there ever beA silo is a pit in which feed is kept in form little rings with the chocolate-coland the United States were strained, in coiy
fore so many really clever writers as we a green state for feeding in cold weather. ored batter ; then put in another layer
Chicago, this week, in his highly-amusing
sequence of the failure of this Government
play entitled “ Cheek. " He is supported by
to restrain plottingsof Irish revolutionists have now — so many novels, histories, All that is necessary is that water and of the light, and so on until all is used.
an excellentcompany.
in America against the *116006 of Great essays and poems? How is it possible air shall be excluded. The most satis- This cake should be baked in a moderA bloody affair recently occurred BritiAn, Mr. Hackville West, tho English that a reviewer can keep abreast of his factory are made of masonry, and are ate oven, and the top and sides also, if
on the border of the Seminolenation’s res- Ministerat Washington, has stated to work?— J. L. Jennings.
twenty-five or thirty feet deep, but silos vou choose, to be covered with chocolate
an Interviewer that a better underervation in the Indian Territory. Brady standing never existed between the
that will answer the purpose are made icing.
The man who is always behind will by putting bricks on edge and cementBretney, Eli Perryman,billy Grimmitt and two Governments than there is at
Irish Stew.— This can be made of
an Indian were engaged in li game of cards, present Secretory Frelinyhuyseu also have no followers.
ing, and even with planks thick enougli
which finally ended in a free light, in which contradictsthe report alluded to .....
either beef or mutton. If of beef, take
to resist the pressure of earth, and of
the Indian killed Bretaey and Perryman, The President has appointed John L Parish,
two pounds of a neck piece, bold At
THE MARKET.
much smaller capacity. Old cisterns
andGilmmitt who to >k no active part in of Chicago, Consul at Chemnitz. Haxouy, to
from 6 to 10 cents. Cut the beef
the fight, was accidentallykilled bv one of succed John J. Flinn, also of Chicago, who
have been used with very satisfactory
NEW YORK.
into
small pieees, not over an inch
the three during the shootii g. The next has been removed.
.Itis estimated (hat tho Breves ...........................
$ 5.90 <!9 7.CS
results. If built of masonry, the part
monAng, two brothers, Mdse, and Gabr el Incline of the United States Government HOOS...- ...................... ’7.50 (ti 8.00
square, and cover with one quart of
that is above ground may be of wood
Marshall,friendsof the dead men, followed under the new Tax and Tariff bill the next Flour— Superfine ................ 8.70 3.95
cold water. Skim carefully when it
with a strong frame to support the lattire Indian, who had tied, dnd, coming up
iiscak year will amount to $405,tKA),U(A), Wueat-No. 1 White ............. 1.09 <& 1.10
boils, and keep the water at the same
No.
2
Red
...............
1.19
(<4 1.51
with him, riddled his body with bul ets.
against $4<B,.VX*,000thD year.
eral pressure, and ceiled with planed,
.COBN— No. .............. ........ * .07 Hi .69
level as it boils away. To two pounds
The trial of the four men charged with
Oats— No. .......................
.51
matched boards, one thickness being
Price,
the
star-route
mail
contractor,
the theft of $100,000 in bonds of the city of
of meat allow two large onions cut fine,
PORK— Mean ......................19.25 $19.75
Ht Joseph, Mo. , from the oftice ot the" City refuses to testify in the civil action of Walsh Laud ............................ ii}*$ .11*4 sufficient. The covering should be of eight medium-sized potatoes, two teaRecorder, bids fair to oome'to an impotent againstBrody, relative to what are known
plank, or of battened boards from two
CHICAGO.
spoonfuls of salt and half a teaspoonful
conclusion. Two of the accused turned as the -Price drafts." on the ground that his Beeves — Good to Fancy Steers. 6.15 $ 7.15
or four feet wide laid directly upon the
of pepper. Cover closely and stew '
Cowh and Heifers ...... 3..'iO $4.75
H late’s evidence, the third was acquitted, evidence would tend to criminate himself.
ensilage, allowing space for settling
Medium to Fair ........0.15 («) 40
and now the jury in the ease of the fourth.
slowly for two hours. A small carro
Hogs.
...........
4.50
$7.75
political.
without pressing against the sides of
William W. Scott, has disagreed ____ Four
and a sprig or two of parsley can bo
Flour—
Fancy White Winter Kx. 5.25 $ 5.50
men, one Frenchman and three Mexicans,
the silo. This covering must be
The New York Senate passed the
Good to Choice Spr'« Ex. 4.75 rtA.K)
used with beef and with mutton one
were killed by Ajiaches in the Whitintone
weighted and with any heavy material
bill compelling New York city and Brooklyn Wheat-No. 2 Hpnna ........... 1.05 $ 1.00
small turnip sliced. Thicken the
mountains, Arizona, making u total of eight
No. 2 Red Winter .......1.06 & 1.07
most convenient. Nothing is better
telegraph and telephone cbmnunieato bury Corn— No. ....................... 54
Uvea lost during the present outbreak.
57
gravy with one large table-spoonfulof
than stones that a man can handle conNo. .......... ............39 $ .40
flour stirred .mooth in a little cold
Timothy (). Howe, Postmaster (ion- their wires after March I. 1885 ____ The Legis- Oats—
lature of Tonuensoe hus passed a bill Rye— No ........................ 68 $ .59
veniently, a pressure of about 200
water, and boil al! for five nhnutes after
eral. died on the 25th, at Kenosha, Win, of
eusioning all Confederatesold era from Barley-No. 2 .................... 74 $ .75
pounds to the square foot being requisButter— Choice Creamery ........ 27 $ .30
it is added. Serve very hot
pneumonia. He contracteda severe cold Tennessee who lost an eye or even dur- Egos— Fresh ...................... ic (4 .17
ite for good results. The cost of building
tho
war
of
the
Rebellion
.... Pork— Mens ..... . ...............I8.00 ©18.25
the week before ut Green Bay. and, though
The Capital Punishment bill reoontiy passed Lard .......... ................... 11 & .1:^ ing walls of masonry is from $3.50 to
Consolation.
ho was reported to be improving, sank rap- by ihe Maine Legislature failed to specify a
$5 per ton capacity. Tho pressure is
MILWAUKEE.
Smith
Washington,
an aged colored
idly, and expired ut 2:10 p. ra. Sunday. mode of execution, and is therefore inoper- Wheat— No. a*....* .....
1.05 0 1.06
to expel the air, os the amount of ferTimothy O. Uowe was bom in Livermore. ative..,. A dispatch from Harrisburgsays Corn— No. .............
55 vu .56
African, whitewashed the fence of an
mentationwill correspond with the air Austin banker for $1.25, which the
Me., on the 'ith of February,1810. He re- “the sub-conimittie of tho Houko Judiciary Oats-No. ............
.39 &
64
ceived on academic education,studied law Committee decided to recommend tho ex- Rye-No. ............
that comes in contact with the banker paid him in Mexican quarters
.83
In the same office with Senator Morrill, pulsion of Nicholes L Dukes without a hear- Barley— No. ............. .....
ensilage, and its value is measured
POKK-Mess
......................
18.25
(418.50
at par. Several days rolled away into
and was admitted to the bar in 1S1U The ing. There is much feeling against Dukes" ....
Linn ...........................11 & .UK by the fermentationthat has taken
first public offloe which he held was that of The Legislature of Tennessee has passed a
eternity before Smith Washington had
ST. LOUIS.
place. Prof. Culbertson, of the NePostmaster in his native town. He remained* law requiring that executions be conducted Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.08 « 1.09
any occasion to put one of these Mexi‘n this positiononly a short time. - In 1&5
braska Agricultural College, Ifyit year
hereafter in private.... The Rhode Island Corn— Mixed ...................... 60 y) .61
can
quarters into circulation, but when
to was elected to the Maine Legislature, Democratic Convention has indorsedthe Oats — No. 2 .............
40 <4 .41
built a silo 22x12 feet; 10 feet 8 inches
rind the following year moved to Green Bay, nomination of William Hprague for Governor R»* ...................
he attempted to do so, he was shocked
57 <9 .58
below ground, and 6 feet 4 inches above,
Pork— Mem. ............ .....
18.00 (418.25
Win. which place hod ever since been his of the State.
the 20 per cent, discount. His
Lard ..........................
.m& .11 so that when it is filled, weighted and by
home. He was chosen Circuit Judge of the
feelings were hurt, too. He lifted up
The
Governor
of
Montana
recently
CINCINNATL
.
L
Htate in 1850, serving in that position for
the ensilage settled, it will be below
Wheat-No. 2 Red. .............. 1.O8 tf 1.09
his voice aud said :
live yean,- when he resigned.In 1801 Judge sent the following dispatch to the Postoflice
Cohn ..... ........
.....
.m <4 .55
the surface. The lower part is narrower
Howe was elected United States Senator, Department: “The vigilantes at Greenhorn, Oats. ...4..
r “Jess ter think ob a booker, in whom
.43
at the bottom, walled up with bricks on
and remained in that body conRye. ............................
.
.62
(4
.64
I
had ebery confidencein de world,
tinuously for eighteen yean, his M. T. have removed the Postmaster by hang- Pork —Mess .....................
edge and cemented. Its capacity is 60 beating me out of a quarter ob a dollar.
. 18.50 #18.75
ing.
Government
fuel must be scarce,as he
term of oftice expiring March 4. 187V.
Lass....
..........
...... 1 Jl 0 .11)4
tons, and the cost $125. Corn has I Towed he was an honest man. I
TOLEDO.
The famous triangular contest in which the was caught barn-burning,The office is now
vacant"
found more favor for ensiloing than any hadn’t orter tuck de job in de fust
Wheat-t-No.
2
Red
.......
.....
. 1.09 # DO
election of his successor was involved, and
Corn ............................ .66 # .57
GENERAL.
other crop, although oats and rye are
in which Judge Howe, E. W. Keyes and Matt
. .48 0 .44 both used to some extent. An acre will place,” and then he added, more cheerCarpenterwere participants—a contest
It ia stated as a fact that direct Oats— No. ....................
DETROIT.
fully: “But ef I hadn’t tuck de job to
which finally ended in the electionof Mr. telephonic communication has been had Flour ..........................
. 4.25 ft 4.50
yield from twenty to forty tons of corn
whitewashde fence, I nebber would
Carpenter—wiU be readilyrecalled Judge
WtaAb^W
1 White .....
.
1.04
<*1.06
fodder. This is cut from one-halfto bab found out whar de chickens roosted,
Howe then retired to his home at Green between Cleveland, Ohio,, and New York Corn-No. ..................... 44 0 .56
Oats— Mixed ....................
Bay, bat was not permittedto remain long city, a distance of over 000 miles
. .43 0 .44 three-eighths of an inch in length 'bv and as I sold $4 wnff ob chickens next
.. 18.50 .018.75
iu retfrementHe was tendered by President
The annnal meeting of the Holteins Porx— Mesa .....................
machines made for the purpose, whioL morning, de bank hain’tcotohedup wid
INDIANAPOLIS.
Garfield appointment as a member of the
breeders of America was held at Syracuse, Wheat-No. 2 Red ..............
can
be run by a two-horse tread-mill.
.
1.05
#
1.06
Board of Commissionersrant by the United
Somehow, de Lord allers
. .60 A .61 The material should be free from rain me
N. Y., with on increased attendance. During Corn-No. .....................
H tales to representthis Governmentin
tempers de wind to do shorn lamb.”—
0AX»-Mixed ...................... 43 a .44
or dew. Not more than three days
the International Monetary Congress at the year, 2,007 animals were added to the
EAST LIBERTY. PA
Texas JSiftings.
Paris, bis associatesbeing ex-8enator registry. .loe gorges and freshets have Cattle— Best ....... Tr.TT^tv.r: . 6.25 #6.75
ifliould be consumed in filling, and
Thurman and William M. Evarts. He re- caused unparalleled floods in Nova Sootia.
Fair. ...................
. 5.75 (*6.25 pressure should be applied during the
“One soweth, and another reapeth,”
. 6.25 (A 6.00
Common. ..............
mained abroad about six months, and soon Many bridges have been wrecked and railintervals. After it is settled, ensilage is a verity that applies to evil as well as
Hoos
............
...............
. 7.50 (it 8.20
after hia return began to be prominently way tracks washed away.
Bhxep ...........................
. 3.50 0 6.75
will weigh from thirty-five to forty good.— Georpe Eliot.
swine and poultry on laud provided for the
purpose and supplied with the necessary
animals, proper buildingsand apparatus for
inoculation,autopsies and chemical analysis. The system of inoculationadopted 6y
Motana stockmen report that their Pasteur will bo continued, aud the valuable
herds have wintered unusuallywell, the discoveriesof Dr. Salmon in this country
losses not exceeding5 per cent. Grass is will be applied. The investigationwill be
coming up finely, and there is every reason made especially in Texas fever, pleuropneumonia, and the hog aud chicken cholto expect a favorable season . * .The Cincinera Dr. Salmon feels confidentthat
nati Prict Current publishes an elaborate
he can ere long place in the hands
report of the condition of the wheat crop
of the farmer means by which these
throughout the winter-wheatbelt of the
Comparison with the condition disease cun be prevented or cured ____ President Arthur has appointed George R. Gage
last year, which is placed at 1U0, show's
UnlteaStates
Judge for tho Southern disthe present condition as follows: Ohio. 85;
trict of Ohio, and D. B. Russell, Marshal of
Indiana, 80; Illinois, IK); Missouri, IB; Kalithe Eastern districtof Arkansas. He has
ans, W; Michigan, 06; Kentucky, 70; Ten
also ordered the suspension of.EvertonJ.
nessee,8d,.- The winter-wheat "sections of
Conger, AssociateJustice of Montana TerriWisconsin promise well, the general average
tory, against whom charges of drunkenness
being about 10 per cent below lost year
gambling have been preferred. Paul
The spring-wheatsections of Minnesota, and
Strobach has been designatedto act as
Iowa, Wisconsin and Nebraska show United Htates Marshal for the Southern disno essential change
area comof Alabama vice Osborn, suspended ____
jiared with last year. The most trict
Mr. Mullett, ex Supervising Arehfti'ct of the
notable sale . of ; Irorsefiesh which Treasury
Department,is urging before tho
has occurred in the West iu many a day was
of Claims his demand for $25, (XK) that
consummatedat Chicago the other day, Court
alleges Is due him for salarv by the Govwhen the great trotting stallion Jerome he
ernment ____ The bill passed by "the FortyEddv, which has a record
changed
seventh Congress readjustingthe salaries
hands, tile consideration being $25,000 cadi
of Postmasters is inoperative because of tho
in band paid
failure to nrovide iu the PostofficeApproThe Cree Indians have been com- priation bill for the poyment of the increase
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labor. Various kindred forms of industry have arisen out of the abundanceof Removing; Hirsute Appendages— A Female
Barber Who Uses a Thread Instead of a
timber, including cooperageand shipbuilding. Among recent settlers Razor.
The New York Morning Journal
in this favored region are some of the
says that a novel phase of social life
Russian Jewish immigrants, and reports came to the notice of one of its report-
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hot hate nonsense, but it is

he hated Ben

Hill, and the
The Governorannounced ‘his approval of
closing of the grave over the latter
the bill for the building of a bridge over Huron
seems to not have caused Gov. Stephens
river at Berlin. In Murirot county, and of a bill
to forget his old animosity.Years ago, in
authorizing the compilationof the lawn
the course of a contest for office between to be received and OImL in cadence, on
the two men, HUl gave such offense to the opening of. the Honato On the 20 Mi.
Stephens that the latter challenged
Hill to a duel. Hill had the courage to
Jennlwni oontert br the bugMaturc la Joint condecline, his response,after stating that vention. The rwHilution the piattym atho was on principle opposed to dueling, lauhe in tMMroonteat' the apeciil order tofriext
closing in something like these words : Friday at 11 a. m. was talma from the table, and
the further conatderatUn of the rtaomUbn wan
“I cannot fight you, moreover, be- made the ajicclat order for Thuraday ftt.9 p. m.
cause the conditions are- unequal. I The Senate panned Senate Mlht: To amend an
act 'Urjirovlde for the ascertainingand giving
a fact that

their settlements give ers, the details of which will afford conbelievingin a success* siderable interest and possibly some
spring, “Now I lay me, the other
profit to ladies' who are troubled with
ful issue to their agricultural experinight oamertp ttfe line ** If I should die
hirsute appendages. Through the cour•
tesy of an acquaintance an introduction
before X wiki/’ panafed -a moment,, and
was given the reporter to Signora Helen
American
advertisers
have
sometliing
then, instead of concluding at usual,
Georgeides,a female barber, who shaves
yet to learn of their contemporaries in
lave a soul to save, a family to care for; notice of. title to the lamb* of hcirHof deccaaed
added, “ what a rumpus there would
without a razor. She has two hand- you have neither.” Gov. Stephens is pcrHona,
and to amend an act to CHtnbliHh a
France, where everything is done with some-looking boys, one of whom acted
be in this house t” The love of sensaHoard of Public Work* In the city of Detroit,
not the man to forget a cut like that,
The Bonne penned bills ; Eorthe protection of
tion evidently conquers all apprehen- a chio and boldness hardly approach- as interpreter.
and he has riot forgotten it.— Chicago hotel and boarding-nonHekoci>erB; to provide a
"My
mother is a nativA of Smyrna,
able
elsewhere.
A
remarkable
scene
penalty for the obtaining of money, railrevl
sion about tier future state in that little
Times.
ticket* or transportation
by false pretenses : to
Asia Minor," one of these said, in very
was
recently
described
in
a
Paris
paprotect the rights of laborers; to amend the law
girl’s heart.
_ ;
good English..
A Source of Influence.
relative to, divorce. House bill to secure to the
per where a husband, very fond of the
minority of stockholdersIn corporation*the
"Can you describe the process?”
In accounting for the success of the
In the New York Herald, in the acitower of electing a .representativemembership
chase, was in the habit of leaving his
"Certainly; but my mother does not ate Thurlow Weed as a politician, In
Boama of Directors was again referred to the
count of the Arion ball, appears a table
wife to solace herself with her lover. use any razors, and she confines her at- stress has been laid upon his knowledge committee of the whole. House bUl to compel
railway
companies to post schedulesor timewhich shows that the people have Being obliged suddenly to escape the tention exclusively to ladies. She uses
of human nature, his tact in managing tables in their stationsfor the informationof
a thread instead of a razor, and the pro- men and his fertility in devising ex*
plenty of- pioney to spend. At this ball
lie publle. to provide a penalty fora failureso
lover lowered himself from a window
to do, and to provide a remedy for damages sufcess is not only more speedy, but more
not less than 16,000 persons wore presledient. But the Christian Union fered In consequence of a want of compUsnoe
by means of a rope made from the satisfactory.”
mblishes an anecdote which shows that with such schedules, was reported adversely and
ent. An estimate of the expense of the linen sheets, napkins and other house"Does the lady object to giving me an jersonal influence, due to generous tabled. Four House bills appropriatingswamp
lands were r«i>ortedadversely. The temperance
society and its guests is as follows
hold articles of the kind, jost as the illustration of her skill ?”
treatment of enemies and forgivenessof men in tho Legislatureheld a secret caucus at
Rent ......................................
$ 3,ooo
After some coaxing the feminine pro- injuries, had quite as much to do with night, preliminaryto a vigorous prosecution of
Other coeta of ball ........................17,000 husband entered. She, nevertheless,
the prohibitory and other temperance legislation
fessor consented.Taking the reporter iis success as his shrewdness. It says
Admissions...............................80,000
immediatelyafter the siltingelections.
Wine sold .................................W.ooo was in terrible anguish, fearful lest the into another room, he was requested to
Mr. Edward Orosswell was the editor | In tho Senate on Wednesday, March 31*
Other drinks ..............................10,000 rope of linen should have broken and
bare his arm. Taking a strong linen of the Albany Argus and the manager
Backs to and from the ball v ............ 40,000
the Senate bill to amend ' the lawi
Flowersnomrht and Worn ................ IB.ooo that her lover might be lying on the thread she placed one end between her of the Democratic partv; Mr. Weed
relative to Incorporating the Knights of
Gloves and HxinV .......................2r,,ooo
teeth, and with a peculiar see-saw mo- was the editor of the Albany Evening
Bnppers eaten. ............................lO.ooo ground a mangled corpse. But no, he
—
— - — — ------y —
| the MaocabCM
Maccabees wan
was passed, as wore
were also bills
tion with both hands she applied the Journal and the manager of the Whig amending Bee.
Gratuities to waiters.
...................
fi.ooo
t< the
Sec. 6 of the law of
of 1HM
PM relativeto
had
escaped
unharmed;
the
handkerSpent In hat and cloak-rooms ............7,600
*ale of the Michigan Houthem Railroad, the
thread quickly up and down the arm, party.
hill to prevent trespass on railroad propertyby
chief and the napkins did not give way. the hair being caught up by what apThey were political foes; the party providing nnnlnhment for walking on railway
Total ..................................
$212,600
Incidentals ................................6,000 It was a miracle; but, like all miracles, peared to be a small slip-knot in the cen- strife was hot; the papers were rivals tracks wa« killed,as was Senator Manwarring'a
Brandy and soda this morning ...........2,000
hill relativeto accidents from defective sidewalks
it was explained in a very simple way, ter of the thread. This motion was and the conflicteasily degenerated from and bridges.Mnnwarrlug'k resolutioncalling
continued for several seconds with re- a purely political strife to a bitter per- niton the committee appointedto Investigate tho
Grand total ...........................
$819,500
and it is only necessary to say that
markable results, the hairs being sonal quarrel. The two men never charges of corruptionIn the Senatorial
There Is little suggestion of hard times
contest to make a reitort woe i tabled.
the unfaithful Countess had purchased quickly removed by the process.
In the House, tho joint resolution requesting tho
spoke.
in this.
all her beautiful linen goods of the lin“Of course you will understand,” conWhile tho battle was at its hottest, the Senators and Reiirenentatlve* In (’ongroks .to
oppose tho passage of a bankruptlaw, and
A clergyman lately returned from en dealers whoso names are inserted at tinued her interpreter, "that my mother failure of the City Bank bankrupted House bills to amend the Tax laws of IHWand
does not pretend to shave gentlemen; Mr. Ctosswell,and threatened seriously to amend the act of 1H77 revising the laws proLeadville thinks it the wickedest town this point in the story.
their beards would be too hard and to embarrass him, if not absolutely to riding for the incorporationof companies for
raining, smelting and mnnutart tiring lron,copin the world. In the first place the
Op Dr. HughJ. Glenn, of California, rough ; but she has been very successful drive him from his position as the con- js-r and other ores, were defeated. Rouse bills
passed to amend section5,825 of the compiled
church which called him there lied to
the extensive wheat-farmerwho was with the ladies, and has quite a large trolling spirit of the Argus.
laws relativeto Justice courts; to amend sections
number
of
customers
who
visit
her
reghim in saying that there were 130 mem- murdered ymd tinie S^o/itho San
Mr. Weed learned the facts, and 080, 522 and 524 of the comiiHcd laws relative
ularly.”
started out in tho evening of the day to to removals from otttoe,ami to amend section
bers, that the building would seat 500
compiled laws, relative to proceedFrancisco jBd/^wt’sAys: "Dr. Glenn
How long does it take to effectually Mr. Crosswell’shouse.
ings against garnishees;., to 1 . amend
persons, and that a parsonage was
section
27, of chapter J, of act 218 ot tho laws of
was one of :4be. remarkable men .of this remove a lady’s mustache 7*
He walked back and forth in front of
ready. The church seated 140 persons,
“Well,
a brunette will get shaved by the house for nearly half an hour before 1KH1, relativeto highways and bridges; to organage. .‘Educated os a physician, an unize a public library In theettv of West Hay City;
her process once a month, blondes once he could make up his mind to execute to incorporatethe village of Mackinaw; to authere were forty-nine church members,
expected event made him a landholder,
in three weeks. Very much depends his impulse; then he rang the bell, thorize the township ot Norway, in Menominee
and the parsonage had been sold and the
and in a few years he became the upon tjie nature and growth of the went in, and, when Mr. Crosswell came county, to organize, equip ana maintain a tire
department. The bill to increase the salariesof
church was aaciety $000 in debt. Next
largest farmer on the globe, and the beard ot mustache, as the case may be. down to meet him, walked up to him, the Bupremo Court Judges to $rt,000was killed.
Senate bills passed : To detach tho county of
to the church was a blacksmithshop,
only wheat-grower in America who The first stage is to anoint the skin extending both his hands, and saying
Hcnr.lefrom the Nineteenth Judicial Circuit and
well with an ointment, the preparation
and the blacksmith was just as busy on
“Mr. Crosswell, I hear that you are attach the same to tho Twenty-eighth; to
chartered his own ships and sold by
amend section 4,342 of tho complied,laws,
Sunday! as ta week days. The minis- telegraph his own grain in Europe, of which js a secijet.The idea, is to in trouble. Let us bury the past. I relative to the filing and recording of
soften the skin thoroughly, so that the have come to you as a friend, to offer wills in Probate Courts; to provide for the conter had to go out just before the serdispensing with middle-men entirely. hairs may be removed without causing you anything I have, or anything I can struction and maintenance of cnlvcrte for cattle
passes under highways In certain cases. The
mon and ask the blacksmith to stop. His payments for labor and supplieson discomfort to the patient.
do. Trust in me; lean on me.”
Bonato Joint resolution proimslnga prohibitory
The blacksmith told him to go to a his great ranch have reached as high
“After the ekin harf been well satAnd he went out, and in a short time amendment to the constitutionwas reported
favorably and put upon tho general order. The
place considerablywarmer than Flori- as $600,000 in a single year. In urated Vith the ointmejit the ha^rs raised from among his own and Mr. House passed the bill to amend the charter of
come out very easily, ami the prepara- Cross well's friends the sum of $20,000, Port Huron. It was amended so jBBjto
da, and added that he was working for
additionto this he owned a 70,000-acre tion checks their growth for severa" enough to put him on his feet again. meet tho Governor’s Ideas by striking
out tho property-holding,
taxpaying qnsllfica*
a member of his church. And sure ranch in Oregon, stocked with 30,000 weeks.”
Such acts of Christian chivalry in po- lions of men to be elected or appointed
enough, there stood the treasurerof the
“Do you find many ladies who are litical strife are rare; too rare to be left to office. RepresentativeHancock’s pet bill, to
head of cattle, neither land nor cattle
abolish tho County Hoards of Review, was killed
afflicted with beard and mustaches?’?
church having his horse shod.
unknown and unhonored.
after spirited debate. The contested-seat case
of which ho had ever seen. He also
of Mulviiney vs. Hnyder was derided by tho
“Oh, yes. There are dozens of them
House in favor of Hnyder, Republican,the sitowned a large cattle range in Nevada. in this big city. Brunettes are more
A Fellow Feellnp.
Mr. Herbert Aver, the large iron
ting meml>cr.
He was a man naturallygiven to large troubled in this way than blondes, ant
A gentleman was arraigned before an
merchant and manufacturerwho failed
The entire time of the LeirlHlnture was ocand bold operations. Ho never lost his the older the patient is the more time it Arkansas Justice on a charge of obtain- cupied on the ‘rid in discussionof tho Reilly*
in Chicago, had a very romantic history.
takes to remove it. My mother has ing money under false pretenses.He jcnnlH0Qoontested-elocticm case. on the petition
balance. Losses never disturbed him,
His father, John V. Ayer, began life as
many customers,real fashionable la had entered a store, pretendingto bo a
Jt U(.mv. of Detroit, asking the
nor great profits elated him. Last dies, who are 50 years of age, who
------ ibut
-i proved
------- to be a thief.
Legislature US meet In Jhlnt conventionand recustomer,
a school-teacherin New Orleans, where
the votes cast in Wayne county at the Nosummer his fined whuatfiold took fire, visit her regularly. But the majority
"Your name ia Jim Lickmore?” said oonnt
vember election tor Circuit Judges. The case Is
he clandestinelymarried a rich society
of
her
customers
are
professional
peoand a $100,000 crop was destroyed in
the Justice.
a now one and without precedent In the history
belle. When her parents learned of it
of the Btate, and ninfos on tho constitutional
"Yes,
sir.”
two hours; but Mrs. Glenn said her ple, such as actresses, singers and such
xv.-.,
right of he Legislaturete go behind the rothey concealed her, making Ayer belike. They are very particular, too,
And you are charged with a crime tlirnB.
Hn, B„nart!iy divided on
husband slept sounder that night than but money is no object with them, and
at merits a long term in the peniten- 1 the question: the Fuslonlstswere in favor
that
lieve that she was dead. Ho went to
nf going behind the returns, while tho
she had known him to sleep for mouths. on special occasions they do not hesi- tiary
•
Republicans opjioso mich action. ( in
Chicago, establishedhis immense busiPhysically, Dr. Glenn was an almost tate to pay .as much as $5 a visit. Her
the House, Messrs. Hoplans, of Wayne,
“Yes, sir.”
ness, and married another woman, who
and Fvfc. of Berrien, made *trong argument* for
“And you are guilty of the crime?”
perfect man. There was not a weak regular fee is $2.”
tho Republicanside, quoting from the dlscusbore him several children. After But“I rtm."
xions in the convention that framed the Btate
spot in his round, well-knit body and
TTebster’s Dress and Quotations.
constitution, and Messrs. Black. Casa and
ler captured New Orleans, Ayer met
“And you ask for no mercy?”
Fletcher were the leaders of tho Fusion party.
broad shoulders.He could ride a mule
Mj.'^obsteri^reiaemWred by those
"No,
sir.”
i
In the Senate tho debate was earncHtsndHidrited,
and recognized his first wife, then Mrs.
eighteen hours a day without fatigue, whoiwors his fellow-boardersas Imvirig
“You have had a great deal of trouble Senator*Koon and White making tho leadlngarCopeland, and the mother of several
gumcntH in opposition,and Pennington and
within the last two years ?”
and has often done it when personally given very little trouble.
Shoemaker supporting tho petition.At 6:30
children. She informed him that the
Ho always secured the attendance of
both houHCH adjourned to resume the dlucuHslon
“Yes, sir, I have.”
superintendinghis ranches long disservants by liberal fees, and ho was
oldest, Herbert, then a Confederate
“You have often wished that yon were at 9 o'oloek next morning.
tances apart. Dr. Glenn was an in- generous in passing the wine which he
The Iteilly-JennlKoncase was disposed of
dead?”
prisoner, was his own. He W'as subseon Friday, the 29d, by the defeat of the resoludulgent father, and there was never used to bring with him from his room
“I have, please your Honor.”
quently exchanged, and went North
“You wanted to steal money enough tion to go into Joint conventionand recount trie
anything too good for liis family. He when he came to dinner.
vote*. In the Senate, the vote was 13 yeas to IS
with his father, who gave him a place
H©*waa very particular about his per- to take you away from Arkansas?”
nars; In the Honso, 42 yea* to SO nay*. The
was a popular man in his own neighborsonal appearance, arid on one occasion
in his office, and oil his death left him
House pn**cd the following House hill*: Topun“You are right, Judge.”
hood, which, for so large an employer, intimated to a fellow-boarder that it
ixh for the wrongfulconversion of money or prop“If
a
man
had
stepped
up
and
shot
In charge of his whole business; of
erty by warehousemen, forwarding or commi»is high praise. W hen ho ran lor Gov- was not proper for a gentleman to come you just as you entered the store you *ion merchant*: to incorporatetho city of Eawhich he afterward succeeded in obtainqanabn, in Delta county; to Incorporate
ernor he received every vote at Jacinto to the breakfast-tablewearing a dress- would have said, Thank you, sir ?’ ”
the village of Westphalia, in Clinton county.
ing full ownership and control.
ing-gown.
“Yes,
sir,
I
would.
But,
Judge,
how
The Hnugft bill to compel railway companies to
except three. His untimely death is a
Whenever ho expected to address the did you find out so much about mo?”
post schedule* or time tables in their station*
whh resuscitated and placed on tho general order.
Detailed reports of the census, taken terrible shock to his many friends all Senate or the Supreme Court, he always
"Some time ago,” said the Judge with The bill* to limit the charge by sleeping-car
arrayed himself with great care, and in a solemn air, “I was divorced from my companiesto Si per night, and the Saginaw Bridge
nearly two years ago in India, are over the State.” < r . -r
the later years of his life he wore the wife. Shortly afterward you married hill, togetherwith a nnmber' of swalup-Und
now beginning to see the light. The
.i-'M
= 0
JxTt
bill*, were reported adversely and tabled.
old
Whig oolors — blue coat, with buff her. The result is conclusive. I dis- The Governor ha* Approved the following
main point of the Madras report is that How Mark Twain’s Father Commanded
vest and black trousers.
charge you. Here, take this $50 bill. House Mil*? To amend the lncori>oratlon of
Silence In Corrt.
Elmwood Cemetery: to oiganiae the township
It shows a decrease of population in
Mr. Webster was very familiar with You have suffered enough.”
of Warner, In Antrim eountv; to organizethe
In 1843, at Hannibal, Mo., John
that Presidency in ten years of about
the British poets, from Spenser to Shertownship of Humboldt, In Marquette county;
Marshall Clemens, the father of Samto authorizeBoard* of SnixTriflor* of l>orderBrotherlyLove.
idan inclusive, and often quoted from
427,000, the nnmber being 31,170,631,
ing townships adjoining Wisconsin to build
uel L. Clemens (Mark Twain), filled
A
|T)oy
of
twelve
summers
went
up
them in the Senate and in conversation.
and repair bridg-* on the M'-uomincs rlyer;
against 31,507,872 in 1871. The fol- tho ancient and honorable *office known
On one occasion when Mr. Buchanan Austin avenue at Buell a rate of apeed'- to incorporate the village Of Lakeside, In
county; toorgnniwilUe township of
lowing; are some of the curibsities of as Justice of the Ponce, j Hero, on
had made a speech in .the Senate, im- that everybody who saw him was fully Muskegon
McMIllen,in Cblpjsiwa county; to revise and
court days, when the Judge climbed
persuaded
he*
was
going
for
a
doctor,
tnreiid the charter of West Bay City; to incortb**«pa*t of Um ^GrthwesVfcpiflAm
puting dishonorableconduct to Enupon his three-leggedstool, rapped on
porate the Villageof Morely, Mecosta county ; to
gland (os if the British Government particularlyas there was a scared ex- authorize
the Bui>ervl*or*of Houghtoncon nty
the box with his knuckles and demandwas
still oppressing us under a colonial pression pu the boy’s face. A kind- t i loan monev to build a bridfie aoross Portage
of 261,303, and is the only city in the ed “Silence in the court,” it was fully
hearted
man
caught
the
flying
boy
by
lake;
to incorp irate* the village of Hpring Lake,
bondage)* he quoted a humorous epOttawa county. The HoAse commrrcd In the
province exceeding200,000. Among expected that silence would reign suitaph, which had been proposed, lie the arm, and asked him
Sena e rcaoluilonto adjourn from Thursday,
preme.
“Sonny, is there anybody very sick at March T-t. to Wednesday,April 4, to allow the
ev^ry 100 wives, between 15/ and^S
said, for the tombstone of a man named
Late in the fall of 1843 the case of
urmbeh* to attend the UecUon.
your houae ?”
Wraxall, as follows
years of age, there are twenty annual
Allan B. McDonald vs. Jacob Smith was
On Saturday, March 34, the Senate passed
"No,
but
there
will
be,
if
yon
don’t
"Mistaken,misdatlnir,
ietween 20 an^Sa on trial. Frank Snyder, ’a peaceable
the followingBenate hills: To amend the act
Mlacitlng, miswriting,
turn mo loose, "
cent. Rre marriefl ; of citizen, had given his testimony in faprovidingfor the appointment of a Commis“Who Is going to be sick?”
sioner of Railroads;to authorizethe Quarterwomen between 15 and 40 upward of vor of defendant1^fnith, and itesturied
“Well,
it’a
my
brother
Bill.
He
will
Confusing,abusing,
maater Generalto deposit arms and accouterliis seat, when McDonald, with an exWords, speeches, lettersand fact* all ;
be a remains before nigbt if I don’t get ments at the Agricultural College; to Amend the
64 per cent, are married. Of the whole
Hero
Us
the
bones
of NathanielWraxall.’*
asperatingair, made a face at him. As
there right away.
hare oysters several act* relating to the fire department of
population;'44,000,000,nearly 33,000 quick as thought Snyder whipped out
Once Mr< Ewing, of Ohio, the father and things for dinner, and if I ain’t the city of Detroit;and the House bill to incorporate the village of Thwlavllle, Van Huron
are returned as English-speaking, 149 an old pepper-box revolver ' and emp- of Mrs. Gen. Sherman, said, in a speech, there to get my share he will try to eat county; agd Senate iolot roaolutloua to provide
that if the bill urider discussion was for us both, and he will founder him- for chargfngoff the' books of the Auditor GenaaSffiftAiUe, 33
Irf^V ,0aelic, Ai^^e^hry b$n£l at McDonald, slictUy
eral certain land warrants which arc forfeited
giazing
Me’s
head
with
one
shot, hurt- enacted, "our lakes would be barren self, sure. Please, let me go, so that I to provide for the examination and auditing of
and t^o as* Welsh. Of natives over frffpwng
ing no one eisc, bnt filling the room wastes of water and our canals sol- can save my little brother’s life.”— Tex- the claims of James T. Kedzlo and others for
militia service dnring the Toledo war in 1835.
years |>f age 5 per ceAtj di e able/tq; with stndke; arid consternation. I$i the itudes." After that he was called at
as Siftings.. •
The Houae passed the House bill to provide for
read ahd one-fifth are learning. •
onfqsionl^atfollowed fudge Clemens, the Capitol "Solitude Ewing.”
m&rkin&and, branding fire stock. The contestedOne evening gave a largo parlj, Fib, pine, oak, and cedar of nnsnr- election case of Edwards ra. Btone. from New'emem boring . .McDonald's
paased quality and practically unlim- argo county, was settled in favor of tiurae,the
cife. inalahtlr oonolufled that and Mr. Webster arrived late. Forcing
1
sluing memiwr. The bill to authorize the Board
his way through the crowd, he ex- ited in quantity, clothe the mountains, ot Control pf the new Insane Asylum
ten yeArs ago had a population of less
overhang* the rivers and shadow the at Traverse City to place the same
ejaimod, as he reach^ his hppt
.
under the management and directionof the
than 12,000, hoptyi# <earlj,thW
plains of the Puget Sound district in
Homeopathic school of medicine was reported
Washington Territory. On a moderate without recommendationsand placed on the
times «that number. Washington ^er-’ quivering to the floor. Then .
general order. The Mil to secure to the minority
It elicited a roar of laughter, in which estimate it is calculated that this region
ritoryj is also advancing with rapid like a poulticecame to heal the
of stockholdersin corporation*tho power of
will
yield
the
almost
unimaginable
electing a representative m«nberahlp in hoards
Mr. Ewing joined.
Btridei. Thirty years ago ' Puget of sound,” and the irate court
quantity of 160,000,000,000 feet of of director* was made the sjioclal order for Tuespleto master of the situation.
day, April 5. The bill as now amended exempts
Bounds first saw-mill was built. ToAlexander Stephens and Ben Hill.
valuabletimber. The trees attain a re- the Upper Peninsula.
.Judge Clemens was a kindmarkable
development
both
in
height
day tliere are numerous totals in which man, , and was mortified , w
An Eastern paper observes that
and beauty. The yellow fir is frequentiumli S sawing is the main Jndusfjry. In learned that ha had struck, the ____ 0 "Alexander Stephens hated nonsense,
There are over 4,000 savings instituly found growing to a height of 250
and
when
the
Georgia
Legislature
tions in Italy, and the total deposits
1881 17.5*000,000 cubic feet lumber were fellow, but the oldest inhabitants never
heard 1pm admit that It was "A lick adopted a resolution providing for a feet, the white cedar to 100 feet, with a show that the people are saving at the
exported. The k amount iawed in 1882
amiss.” He held his office for years portrait of Ben Hill, prefaced by a lot girth of over 60 feet; the white oak is rate of about $15,000,000a year. There
U estimatedat over 300,000,000 feel and years afterward, and it is not rec- of sentimentality, he indorsed it Urns 70 feet in height, while ofcdinarv-sized are now on deposit almost $200,000,000,
The miils are nearly all lighted by elec, orded where any other disturbanceever ‘Without referenceto the preamble the specimens of the sugar pine yield from represented by almost 2,000,000 books.
Resolutionis approved.’” Mr. Stephens 6,000 to 8,000 feet of cut lumber.
tricity, and are the scene of ceaseless occurred m his court-room.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

Saturday, March

31r

1883.

A91B worn
On Mood

V

next the elector!of thia

wiQ be celled upon

to decide

will delefite to the

Common

power

of railing, by the

Ooanoil the
inaing of bonds,

the ram of Fifteen Thousand Seven

dred

dty

whether they

Hun-

dollars, which sum, together with

16,000 which the
raise by bonds,

OmneU

is'

are authorized to

to be expended in the

construction of a system of Water
in this city,

Works

the estimatedcost of which

CunucN

six Inch pipe and 4000 feet of fonr-inch pipe In the

ground. A total of forty-two hydrant* will be la
working order by August 1st. /
•
The pumping engines have a capacity of 1,000,000,
gallons of water per day, and are flrst-daa In
every respect.The Works were quite thoroughly
tested Tuesday, the Fourth, and gave general
satlabction.Displays were given In the morning
and again in the evening with only one pomp connected. four streams of water being thrown from
various hydrants at one time. Two of the streams
were from IX-lnch noaalee, one from an Inch
nosale and one from a ft-lnch notsle. At the
time of thle exhibition with four streams there
was a pressure on the pipes of 180 pounds and on
the boilersof 65 pounds. Through the IX Inch
ndtsle water was thrown In a solid horizontal
stream 170 feet; spray over *11,828 feet. A perpendlcnlarstream was thrown (solid)90 feet In

* *

!

donate the saaie to the city providingit
would make no expense to the college;we
have also seen Mr. f . Keppel. and he will
grant the city the right of way of the Weal
half of Cedar atreet including that part of
Sixth street east. But would not grant the
city the right of wmr of Sixth atreet west
of Cedar street without some compensa-

Omoi, Crrr ov

Hottawn,
March 8, 1888.

o the Electors of the City of

WARD

FIRST

Election Notice*

Wyckoff patent, and will sustain an immeuie respectfullyreport that they have seeu Dr.
pressure.At present there sre ttOO feet of teninch pipe. 6700 feet of clght-lnch pipe, 8000 feet of

t

f

DRUG STORE.

Holland :

Notice Is hereby given that tbe auuual charter
election tor the City of Holland, will be held on
Monday, the Second day of April, in tbe several
wards of said dty at the plaosa designated by the
Common Council, as
. _ ,
In the First Ward, at the rooms of Columbia
Engine Co. No. llKantera’ Basement.)
In the Second Ward, at the photographgallery

follows:

-Dealers in-**-~

Ward, at the Common Connell

tion.
Id the Fourth Wards at the residence of Geo. H.

Respectfmi^submUted
_____
J. A.

KRAMER,

if said electionthe following officersare to be
elected, and question voted npon :

TER VRBE,

BEUKEMA.

STATE OFFICERS.
Committee on Streets and 'iridges.
Two Justices of the Supreme Court
—Referredback to ascertain the amount Aleo, two Regentsof the University.
CITY OFFICERS.
of compensation Mr. Keppei would desire.
One Mayor In the place of W. H. Beach, whose
g ineet of the Fire Department
term of office expires.
reported a fire at the residence of R. Van
Oqe Supervisor In the place of Kommer SchadJ.

Drags, Medicines,
TCILBT, and

FANCY ARTICLE8,
and PATENTPM]
MEDICINES.

WINES and LIQUORS

for medical purposes.
6:80 o'clock, a. m. delee, whose term of office expires.
the air; with spray, 110 feet.”
One City Clerk In the place of Geo. H. Slpp,
March 20th, 1888. Loss $600. Fully inThis estimate Was tarnishedby Mr.
whose term of office expires.
From the Throe Rivers Herald of April sured.
One City TreasurerId the place of Cornelius
Mack Walker, Hydraulic Engineer, of 22, 1882, we take the following:
Council Adjourned
Lands*!, whose term of office expires.
CAREFULLY
oqo.
H.
8IPP,
Olty
Clerk.
One City Marshal In the place of Edward VanPort Huron, a man of considerable experi” Among the other advantages of Walker’s
pell, whose term of office expiree.
ence in his business, and perfectly com- system of water works Is, that they are very much
One Justice of the Peace In the place of Gerrlt
[omcuL.1
cheaper than any other now In use. The above
Van Schelven,whose term of office expires July
petent to render an estimate of the cost of
Board
of
Education.
4,
1888.
works, which run by steam, only cost. 16.000 for
Two School Inspectors, full term, lu place of Will be at the Store and will hold hlmaelf in
Water Works.
everythingIn the pam^honse, Includingtwo
Patrick
H. McBride and Isaac Fairbanks, whose readiness to attend to calls at all houn of the day
HoLUtHD, Mich., March 27, 1888.
As will be seen in the report of the Com- boilers,all the machinery,and all connections to
or night.
term of office expires.
Board met pursuant to adjournment.
One School Inspector, two years, In the place of
mittee on Fire Department of the Com- main dischargepipe, and suction Insldo of the
MR. A. HUIZINGA, PrescriptionClerk conPresent: L Cappon, P. H. McBride G, William H. Parks, resigned.
mon Council, published in another colnmn, building.”
tlnnesln our employ.
WARD OFFICERS.
J. Kollen, W. H. Beach and I. Fairbanks.
From the Cheboygan Tribune ot Septemthe estimate includes the laying of a snffl
For the First Ward.— One Alderman in the place
8CHEPERS ft SCHIPHORST.
ras called to order by Prest. I.
The Board wi
of John A. Ter Vree, whose term of office expires;
ber 16, 1882, we glean the followingfacts
Holland* Mich., Mardh 22,
80-1y
dent quantity of pipe to furnish water, in
Cappon.
and one ConstableIn the place of Jacob A. Van
in regard to the pumps and attachments
The minutes of the last two meetings Zoereu,whose term of office expires.
case of fire, to the most remote corner of
Notice.
For the Second Ward.— One Alderman In the
were read and approved.
and their workings:
of John Benkema, whose term of office exthe city.
Clxrk's Ovnos, Crrr or Holland, j.
The report of the Committee on the mat- place
-• The offlclal leat of the new water works took
tires, and one Constable In the place of John Van
March?, 1883.
Mr. Walker at the time of renderinghis
place last Saturday,Mack Walker,the inventor, ter of a judgment against the Public Ten Berg, whose term of office expires.
To
the Electorsof the City of Holland:
For
the
Third
Ward.—
One
Alderman
in
the
estimate agreed to constructthe system being present to witnessanother triumph of his bchools of the City of Holland was acplace of Pieter Winter, whose term of office exNotice is hereby given that at a meeting of the
and put It in running order for the gross pnmps, for It was decidedly a triumph for Mr. cepted and adopted, and the Secretary tires; and ope ConstableIn the place of Edward Common Oonncll of the City of Holland, held
was instructed to obtain the certificateof Vaupell, whose term ol office expires.
March 7th, 1888, the following preamble and resosum thereof, and it is not fair to suppose Walker; his admirable machinery exceeding bis
For the Fourth Ward.— One Aldermsn, fall terra, lution was adopted, and ordered submitted to the
guarantee in every particular,especially was this the County Clerk showing tbe date and
that the expense to be Incurred is doubled
amount ofsaid judgment; also the amount in the place of Jacob Knite, whose term of office vote of the electorsof said city:
the case in regard to the quantity of water.
expires; one Alderman,for one year, In the place
Wrxbias, It Is iu the opinion of the Common
of cost in the Circuit
lircui and Supreme Courts. of Jelte Reldeema,resigned, and one Constable In
by the lapse of obe year. We have no
The great advantage of the Walker system of
Council of theCIty ofHolland, deemed expedient and
Board
adjourned.
the place of Pieter Braum, whoie term of office exdoubt but what Mr. Walker is just as will- works is the peciNsrity of the pomps and the use
pires.
I. CAPPON, President.
ing to do the work this year as he was last of the compressionchamber. Most pumps cannot
PROPOSITION.
I. Fairbanks, Secretary.
be run to exceed 100 feet piston speed and work to
On
the
question
of Bonds for Water Works, (In addition to what the said Common Connell is
year for the same sum of money. We menFor the ispne-of the Bonds,”or “Against tbe is- anthorisedto raise under the provisions of the
advantage. Some few can be run np as high as
tion this fact for the benefit of those of our
sue of Bonds, ” as the case may be.
charterof the city,)dnrini: tha next fiscal year,
Sale!
ISO feet, but Mr. Walker's pumps while running
GEO.U.8IPP, Cttv Clerk. commencingon the tblfd Monday of March next,
electors who are laboring under the im- 150 revolutions per minute, a piston speed of 800
An Ice Box, a Counter,and some shelvfot the purposeof defraying the coat and expense
of a system of water works, similar to that in nse
pression that Waterworkswill cost $40,000 feet, worked as smoothly ss when running at 75 ing.
In the City ot Mnskogon, known as tbs High PresInquire at this Office.
revolutions, and when running as high ss 160
instead of the estimated cost of $21,000.
sure System; and
Holland, March 28, 1883.
revolutions no ponnding of the valves were per.
Whxbkas, By the charter of the city such adThere are another class of electors who ceptible and ao far aa we could judge, they were
UIWUUM
lUUUDSaaJU VW
VM hundred
ditional OUAAA
sum VI
of AASL^USJ
fifteenthousand
seven
dollars cannot be raised or appropriated by said
are afraid that the increase In the taxation capable of running at that rate all day without
Wanted:— To rent a small house, by a
Common Council wlthontthe same I* authorized
will be doubled. We fail to see it in that getting tired. Among the advantagesof this sys- married man with no children. Inquire
to be raised by a majorityvote of the electors of
the city voting upon the proposition, at the next
light. We will take $24,000 as the total tem is the use of a compressionchamber. This is at this office.
4-tf.
annual election, therefore
an atr-tighttank 4 feet high, placed between the
cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia, RheumaResolved. That a loan of fifteen thousand seven
cost of the system, and in our opinion,
the pumps and and main dischargepipes. It rehundred dollarsbe made to defray the costand extic Gout, General Debility,Catarrh, and
based upon the cost of the system in lieves the piping from any sudden ram or nndne
pense of asystem of water works of the kind now in
all disorders caused by a thin and Impovernse In tbe City of Muskegon, known as the High
Ludington, Midland, Three Rivers, and pressure, counteracting the pulsation of the pnmps
ished, or corrupted, condition of the blood ;
•, to be constructed In
PressureSystem,
in the City of
and
relieving
the
entire
system
from
anv
shock
by
Holland, during the next fiscal year, and the sum
other towns of about the size of Holland,
expelling the blood-poisons from the system,
credited to the General Fund of the city. The said
the sudden opening or closing of the gates or
enrichingand renewing the blood, and rethat sum is a fair figure. The interest on
hydrants.”
storing its vitalising power.
this sum at 6 per cent (and the money can
In regard to the cost of the system in
During a long period of unparalleledusebe had for a less rate of interest)will
fulness, Atbb'i Sabsapabilla has proven
some of the towns of the State we have
amount to $1,440; the estimated cost of
its perfect adaptationto the cure of all disprocured the following information from
One thousanddollarson the 81st day of J anuary,
eases originating in poor blood and weakened
running the Work, as given by the Counthe most reliable sources: AtLudiagton the
A. D. 1896.
vitality. It is a highly concentrated exOne thousand dollars on the 81st dsy of Januacil, is $1,160, say that the cost will amount
cost was thirty thousand dollars ;they have
tract of Sarsaparilla and other Irioodry, A. D.
to $1,600, this would make a tax to be
One thousanddollars on the '81st day of Januapurlfylng roots, combined with Iodide
Have just received a new stock of
over 5 miles of mains laid, and the work
ry, A. D. 1899.
spread on the annual tax roll of $2,040.
of Potassiumaad Iron, and is the safest,
generally is of a more extensive character
One thousanddollars on the 81st day of Janusmost reliable,and roost economical bloodThe valuation of the property of this city,
than the proposed system for this city. At
purifier and blood-food that can be used.
F76ne thousanddollarson the 8ist day of JanuaDry Goods, Groceries, Etc.
as assessed by Supervisor Schaddelee, is
Three Rivers the system cost twenty-seven
Inflammatory Rheumatism Cured.
r*6ne thousanddollars on the 31st day of Januaabout $800,000. This tax of $2,940 to be
thousand dollars. And at Midland the
which they will sell at the lowest prices.
ry, A. D
,
“ Atib’s Sabsapabillabaa cured roe of
spread over the whole city would amount
One thousanddollars on the 81st day of Januathe Inflammatory Rheumatism, with which
cost was twenty thousand.Midland has
ry. A. D.
#
;
1 have suffered for many y«tra.
to about 87 cent on every hundred dollars
One thouMnd dollars on tbe 81st day of Janusthree and one-halfmiles of pipe, thirty
Highest market prices paid for
w. H. Moose.”
of valuation, or about 8 and 7-lOths mills on
Durham, la., March 2, 1882.
hydrants, two pumps, and two boilers.
6ne thousand dollars on the 81st day of Januaevery dollar. These figuresare based on
“ Eight years ago I had an attack of
ry, A. D.
^ ^ .
a *
We presents the above facts for the beneetc., etc. Rheumatism so severe that I could not
One thousand dollarson the 81 st day of Janusthe supposition that there will be no income
fit of our electors, not with the view that
move from the bed, or dress, without help.
One thousanddollars on the 81st day of Janua1 tried several remedies without much If
from the system and it can plainly be seen
they are be entirely governed by them, but
any relief, until I took Aybb’s Sabsapathat the increase in tax, resultingfrom
^One thousanddollars on the 81st day of Januabilla, by the nse of two bottles of which I
with the purpose that they cau use and inwas completelycured. I have not been
this great improvement to our city, is not
rJOne thousanddollars on the 81st day of Janiavestigate what we have furnished, and we
troubled with the Rheumatismsince.
Have aold large quantities of your
of such alarming proportionsas a great
feel entirely confident that the result ot the
One thousanddollar* on the Slat day of JanusSabsapabilla, and it till retains Its
many lear.
wonderful popularity.The many notable
At the store opposite the “ City Mills.”
investigation will bear us out in every par
cures It ha* effected in thia vicinity conrJ6ne thousanddollars on the 81st dsy of JanuaThe benefits derived from a system of
vince me that It is the beat blood medieine
P. PRIN8 & CO.
ry A. D.
. « .
, ,
ticular.
Seven hundred dollars on the 81st day of JanuaWater Works are numerous. Every in
ever offered to the pubiio.
Holland, March 28,
8-ly
.
E. F. Habris.”
ry,
A.
D.
1911.
Religions SoxtIom for To-morrow.
habitant of th\i city is well aware of the
Hirer St., Buckland, Mass., May JS, 1882.
All bearing Interest at six per cent (or Iws) per
First Reformed Church, (Chapel)—
fact that our present protectionagainst the
annnm, interestpayable aanusllv, on the Mst day
"Last
“
Last March I was ao
so weak from generof January of each year pt tbeofflee of the Treasual debilitythat I could not walk without
ravages of fire is totally inadequate, and Rev. N. M. Steffens,Pastor. Services at
rer of the City of Holland. That for the payment
help. Following
owing tthe advice of a friend, I
9 :80 a. m. , and 2 p. m. Subjects, morning,
this fact alone is one of the reasons why
commenced
taking ATBB’a Sabsapabilla. of the said bonds, and the Inteteat thttoon a tax
“A Profetic View of the Righteousnessof
shall be spread In each year, upon the assessed
I felt
and before II had used three bottles
----many of the electorsof the city are in God’s Kingdom.” Afternoon,“The heal- that you can find the best assortment o
valuationof the property of the city, to the
as well as I ever did in my life. I have
been at work now for two month*, and
favor of the system. There are many of ing of blind Bartineus.”
think your Sabsapabilla the graata
GILT, and cheaper grades of
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
our business men who are in favor of this
blood medicinein the world.
Jambs Maynard."
improvement on account of the advantage 10:80 a. m., and 7 :80p.m. Preaching by
520 West 42d St., New York, July 19, 1882.
the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
they will gain by having water in their Sunday School at 12 m. Subjects, morning,
Atxb’s Sabsapabilla cures Scrofula
the cost and expenseof the said .system of water
place of badness; and because they can do
and all Scrofulous Complaints,Erysip- works, to be constructed In the City HoRand, Ithat
‘The mystery of godliness.” Evening,
being the additionalsum of the twentr-twothouselas, Ecsema, Ringworm, Blotches,
away with that abominablenuisiance,sand “Tbe house not made with hands.” Conand dollars that the common Council have resolved
Bores, Bolls, Tumors, and Eruptions of
gregational singing led by Prof. E. P. with BORDERS to match and CENTERS
to raise during the next fiscal year.for *aW»£tam
or coarse dust, which in summer time can
^roty-two
the Skin. It clean the blood of all impuri- of water work*, and that part of
Potter and the large choir. Opening
thousand dollars,that
Council are
be kept laid by a judicious use of the water
for CEALING, at bottom prices, at
ties, aids digestion, stimulates tip action of
aathems by the choir. Ail are welcome.
not authorisedtoralie by the
system. We estimate that $800 damage is
the bowels,and thus restores vitality sad
charter of the dty
to autority to do to
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
MEYER,
ft CO.
strengthens the whole system.
done to the stock of goods of our mer- Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30, a. m.,
is |*),675A0.

Kampen on Monday

PRESCRIPTIONS
COMPOUNDED.

SCHIPHORST,

DR. L

1882.

Election

For

AYER’S

-

Sarsaparilla

Mwtiscmcnts.

NEW FIRM!
FEINS &

F.

CO.,

1897

....

1901.

1902.

Butter, Eggs,

a

Give us

......

1904.

a

1910.

^

Call!

1883.

DON’T F0EGET

-------

S', oTtt

WALL PAPER,

the^

7-8m.

^ut

m.

Afternoon, preaching by
chants every year by the dust, and they and 2 p.
the
pastor.
Subject,
"Divine Consulshave reason and ought to demand at the

some protectionagainst
this nuisance. Then there are many private familieswho desire to use the system
in their home, and in their garden, and
front yard. These are all privilegeswhich
many of our citizenswould like to eqjoy,
hands of the

pbkfabbd bt
Dr.

and they are willing to pay for them, so
that the revenue derived would, in our

judgment, amply pay the running expense

DRY GOODS.

lEE.

not construct a George, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m.,
and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Subjecu, morning,“MeetnesaforHeaven."
As to the merits of the proposed system Evening, “MutilatedBible.”

over other systems, we can say nothing,
In this

Common

Bute that have

Houaid, Mich. March M,

in use:

,

1883

works

In that place previous to

As we have juit started in business In
have oo hand

NEW FRESH

The oldest established Btabloln the city.

Of* Market
them

e e e e e

BUTTER and EGGS.
We

will

Members present: Mayor Beach, Aider-

OJLlsIa

ON

TJSI

as cheap,

Your

if

not cheaper

tQQQ

our large stock of

and

We

BOONE
SWf

101

—A

AR/IPB^S
FnxmlirUr©
sell very

goods to
H.

Holland, July 28th,

.11 kind,

of

cheap and warrant the

bt frtt-eiass.

7-8m.

i

MEYER,

BROUWER

ft

CO.

AND WINTER. 1883.
MILLINERY AND

FAT J.

Ladies’

.oo
Reiter,hanltne Are engine No. a. toflrent
Maarten Kleyo\ houso|2.00. and to Are at
6 00
B. Van Kampen’* hoone $4.00. .....
.
175
K. Van pell, one cord turns wood deUwed- .
B. J. Foster, sarveying, profllre slid estlmate* for Improving6th and 9. h street. ..... SO 00
C. Landsal, expense to Co. Trees, making
return ...... ,,, .............. .............. • *>
A. B. Timer A Co., adv. for build. PropTk- • *00
-Allowedand warrantsordered issued on the
City Treasurer for the several amounts.

Furais^g Goods.

Gloves, Collars, Laces,

•ad a room lor tha pampa and eompreaelon
chamber. Dm two boilers are each 48 Inches In
at very low figures, or a
rtltmtlir TfltirilTtftilIn length with 46 floes.
The steam pampa are Mr. M. Walker’* patent and
HOME,
are flne modeia of workmanship and strength.
They are no placed that they will work separately
DOMESTIC,
or together.The steam cylinders are each 14x12
ROYAL ST. JOHN,
inches, and the water eyisadera are each TtfalS
The Committeeon Streets and Bridget
Inches. The compression chamber is bnllt of
or any first-classSewing Machine, call and
heavy boiler Iron and Is capable of standingan reported tbe following:
Gbntlemrn:—
Committee
to
immense pressure.It la 48 Inches In diameter
MEYER, BROUWER ft CO.
and I* feet In height.
• wbomMtras referred for investigation,the
We defy
7-8m.
The entire sjstem of piping Is the celebrated matter on Cedar and Sixth streets, would

• • •

COME AND SEE
C

in this

than any party in this dty.

J.

^

GEO. H. 8IPF, OUe CUrl.

FOR A FIRST-CLASS

G?Vm KeS^.lualli^ireisj^i^^Mo

e

The cafdne'balkUag Is divided into s boiler room

HEARSE

with the finest howes and carriage*for funeral

1898.

wards.

near Eighth,

I have the newest and best
city,

la the Store, oo River Streets,lately oc"Tks Udlngton water supply company, which Winter, Kramer, and the Clerk.
cupied by J. Dnaraema, and we assure
Mloutea
of
the
last
four
meetings
were
hasbean laying maiaa, and patting In the neeeeyon of good bargain*.
•ary paape for a complete•yalem of water-works read and approved.
PBTIB 8TSKITBE * CO.
rarmoira
ajtd
aoooun.
U Udlngton, steamed >p, tor the ftrst time attarHolland, Mich., March 0,
7-ly.
The
following
Mis
were
presented
for
P*J®
«*day evening, Inly let, and pot a heavy preaeoie
Boot A Kramer paid three poor orders ..... $ 9 00

•poatha mains, leading to twanty three hydrant*
in vartons parte of the fret, second and third

Street,

GOODS

of the best quality, and we will sell
at carrent market prices.

men Ter Vree, Beukema, Williams,

their acceptance by the authorities:

Worka.”

In this city, we

pay market prioee for Batter and
The Common Council met porsoant to
in the Ludington Democrat of July 8,
Egga; also will boy Grain, Potatoes,
a4joarnmentand was called to order by
1882, we find the following report of a
Seeds, etc., etc.
trial of the

the issue of Bonds for Water

01 •

GROCERIES, and
. NOTIONS.

purpoM*. which I will furnish

Council.

WVr
By order of the Common Couodl of the City of

[OVVIOUX..I

and give below a few extractsfrom papers
pnbUshed in towns

B003STB,

vices at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p.

Works. Then «Af
system of Water Works?

4b*system

AyerftCo.,Lowell, Mase.

-^dealers in~*—

cause of bis corruption.”

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Serm.
MethodistEpiscopal Chorch— Rer. T. T.

C.

Bold by all Druggists; price $1, six bottles, $6.

of the

•

J.

lion.'

city

First Reformed Church, (Chorch Edifice)
Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— Services at 9:30
a. m., and 2 p. m. Subjects,morning,
"The third appearanceof the risen Christ
to His waiting disciples.” Afternoon,
"Not God, but man's own disobedienceIs

SSLtSSSS

BROUWER

Buohea, Coraets, Bniitw Hoop

Skirt*, H»ir Goods, Knit
Goodi1Zephyr,Cardboarcl1Kmting Silk, For Trimming,

.

Beaver, Ulster Cloth, black and colored, JtcketB,
Dolmans, Fnr lined Circular!.

NEW

A

see

competition.

_

L.

Hats,

assortment of the latest
®ird,
Feathers, and Plumes, Dress Silk, Satin, Plu*b Velvet, Crape,etc.
full

& S. VAN DEN HOIiE-AND,
BERGE,JVAZCEL

EJOHTH STREET.

__________________
____
:

..

.

..........

. .

.J.

Some

JOTTINGS.
Don’t neglect to Register to day.
Mb.
was

An

Dkn Hbrdbh, Banker at Zeeland,

J.

in the city last

ing

_

last

sale. See Special Notice.

a lot

of

Last Wednesdayevening Miss Cornelia

shelf-

Cappon

readers will please read the notice

Mrs. Bailey, of

column beaded,,Soldier’sAtten-

is

Public Schools.

Ottawa county. Let

church.

communica-

obseryance of the

State.

procla-

same

tor.

To-morrow (Sunday) “All Fool’s Day.”
The occasion will be observed on Monday,
election day, when fome of our citizens
will get terribly fooled on the vote on the
question of Water Works.
last issue s'-atesthat

Council did not receive bids

Which we
payment.

offer at

reasonable prices and tarma of

Oar line comprlassall (he Barnhart of the 1881

CROWN JEWEL

Holland nominated the following "double

-

We make

than auy other etove.
*

BeeldeS'the above we have

The New

“

BAULi’S

Ideal ”

tud very cheap. In

street at about 5:80 o'clock in the morning
a fine article for young men, en- ment ou our fifth page this week from P.
Prins & Co. This firm is a now one, com- The alarm was given and our fire departtitled "Landmarks of Life.” copies of
posed of young and energetic men who ment had their aparatus ou hand in about
which were distributed to the students at

we

ness, and

Laboe audienceswere present last Sabbath in Hope Reformed Church. Congregational singing was introduced. New
books had been purchasedfor the Church
and placed in every pew. All the people
joined heartily in the hymns. The chorus
choir of 20 voices, organized by Prof. E. P.

was present

Potter,

to lead the

tt)e

Hope Church is certainly very

in

attractive.

pened

at

a horrible accident hap-

Zeeland. Marinus Poppe, aged 17

years, was seated on the dash-boardof a

lumber wagon, to which a team of oxen
were hitched, when from some cause, he
fell off on

wagon
8

Jhe ground, the wheels of the

passing over his

gash

head, cutting a
back and

down

stock of goods which they will sell at

from his bead tear-

ing the scalp almost entirely from the
skull. Dr.. McE Best was called who
replaced the scalp and dressed the wound,
The patient is now reported as doing vi

a

concert was given1

the already burnt portions of the

opposite the City Mills.

lake and shortly had two streams of water

n the
A Pbople'sCsucus was held
Eagle Fire Engine No.

of

day

night,

same

1,

on

with Mr.J.Dykema

A. Roost as

in the
last

rooms

rought up the rear

Thurs-

Nails! Nails!

e

Secretary. The

oted

;

down on the same grounds. The

all.

K. Schaddelee; City Clerk, Geo. H.

arshal,

Dr. H. Kremer

for

Alderman;

J.

KANTERS

SONS.

&

Barbed and plain of Ave different kinds, ten pnr
cent below Grand Rapids pricer at

Lyceum

Mr.

D.L.Boyd,Secretary,

a

many

imitators,hut none have so

the proper treatmentof the hair and scalp.

Mall's Haib Ron kwh has steadilygrown
In favor, and qwead IU fame and usefulness
to every quarterof the globe. IU unparalleled sucoem can be attributed to but one
cause: tkt entirt/nlJllwHniof Ui promita,
Ike proprietors have often been surprised
at the receipt of orders from remote countries,

where they had never made an

effort for

•

Introduction.

Itt

The use for a short Urns of Hall’s Haib
wonderfully improves the personal appearance. It cleanses the scalp from
all imparities, cures all buroora, fevar, and
dryness,and thna prevents baldnam. It
stimulates the weakened glands, and enables
them to push forward a new and vigorous
growth. The effecU of this article are not
transient, like those of alooholiepreparations, but remain a long time, which makes
IU use a matter of economy.

Bbnewbb

BUCKINGHAM'S DTE
VOBTBI

WHISKERS
Will change the beard to a natural brown,
or

block, os desired.It produces a permanent

away. Conalstingof
n single preparation,It Is applied without
color that will not woeh

KANTERS & SONS.

Exclusive Salt here

PREPARED BY

for the Brinkerhqf
B. P.

ftitent Wire.

HAH

I

CO., Hailma, N.H.

Bold by all Dealers in Medicines.

We

are receiving aod placing
large invoice ot

upon

tale

new

Goods. W
of

Spring
itock

POE ALL THE FORMS
Scrofulous, Mercurial,
Blood Disorders,

WAJA

A

our intention to present the finest

It is

and

the beet remedy, because the
most searchingand thorough
blood-purifier,
U

Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
Sold by all Draggisti ; fl.sU bottks.91.

'

)RY GOODS,
NOTIONS,

certain limit in

the expenditureof the public funds for a

has had

trouble.

R.

HATS

and

CAPS,

that has ever been shown

in

Kremers & Bangs,

our store

system of Water Works. The people in

---

dealers in-

caucus, not thoroughly understandingthe

Van den Berg, Constable.

city. “The Trio” Third Ward, R. E. Workman, Alderman; object of the resolutions, voted them
Our stock of
is composed of Miss Maggie Plugger^ Ed. Vaupell,Constable. Fourth Ward, down. The conventionthen proceeded to
the election of candidates for the various
Soprano; Mr. J. Marion Doesb
bunj^Tenojif Jacob Van Putten, Alderman full term
City and Ward offices. Mayor Beach was
Mr. Darius Qil more, Uariton. The merits and J. T. Allcott.to fill vacancy;
v
of the concert were numerous
sod "The Conitable^’t^U ca^ffilljRvas quite largely nominated for re elected by acclamation.
u and
has
been
greatly replenished aod li comThe School Inspectors were then nominTrio” deserve great credit for their very
by “The Trio” of

esmf.nl restorer of faded or gray hair to its
nataral color, growth,and youthfulbeauty.

stock

FENCE WIRE,

caucus was called to order

case of election, within

and we

cure diseases of the scalp,and tha first sue-

Holland, Mich.

confine the candidates for Aldermen, in

to fill vacancy. The

First Ward met on Friday night

The

in

A. M. Kinters submitted a set of
‘esolutlous,the object of which was to

airbanks, and P. H. McBride, full terms,
>nd

R.

r.

ace, E Schadelee; School Inspectors, I.

oor

of all slses at all times.

about

Republicans of this city met In

Chairman and

the

Assortment

Nails on hand and intend to keep np

nd Mr. E. J. Harringtonwho was elected

Treasurer,Pieter Gunst; City

Edward Vaupell; Justice of

loss to the building is

aucus last Thursday evening

omination. Mayor, John Dykemn; Superlipp; City

Full
of

fully insured.

The

leetingtbwoput the following ticket in

isor,

two

was the Ant preparation perfectly adapted to

“boys” had plenty of water, and they

sumed. The

the Republican Caucus, and they were

a

stillhave

oil before the building was entirely con-

Work?, were introducedas were submitted
t

aod turned

rked with a will, and the fire was put

Water

We

Engiue Co

earns of water on the burning building

in the Chair,

set of resolutions,in regard to

fire. Columbia

RENEWER

HAIR
It

Cooking Stores

Ladder Cart,

fail to give

The Second Ward nominated J. Beukema,
Last Friday night

Hook and

fire de

store is

a call. Their

>n’t

were unable to obtain the nominations.

nicely.

of the

them building. Eagle Fire Company were just
on Eighth street behind them and they proceeded to the

reasonable prices. D

inches in length on the

side, then slipping off

takes to pull the engines

in which they are engaged is General was the first to reach the scene of action
Merchandise, and they have a very nice and they immediately proceeded to pull

and John

congratulate pastor and people.

Last Monday

partmeut. The

cess will crown their efforts. The business

choir

were finely rendered. The singing

it

to a fire, but this is no fault

have no fear but what suc>

music of the

people. The opening authems by

We

the usual time

in busi-

Vegetable Sicilian

folly met nil the requirementsneedful for

pared

have had considerableexperience

“call.”

beet and ehoicaat meats that can be procured.

JL2I1D

headed” ticket: For Supervisor, W. which Is an entirely new design In Parlor Cot
Office at Holland, Mich., March 27, 1888.
Dlekema and Dirk Van Loo; Clerk, I. Stoves, matching the latest styles la farnltare
Mr. G. D. Beek, John C. Hobart, Peter
Marsilje and C. SchUleman; Treasurer, M. We also have several cheaper Grades.
Van Den Peyl.
In Parlor WootyStoves we have a large variety
Peion and D. Jonker; Highway CommisWm. Vbrbbek, P. M.
of every kind, representingeeveral eeriee of the
sioner, D. Miedema and George H. Soutcr;
Detroit and other prominent works. In this line
We understand from pretty good au- School Inspector.L. Reus and Gerrit J. we hold several second-handstoves which can be

own

the time of the closing exercises.

a

of the Detroit Stove Works,
and can oaenre onr patrons tbit the Laid puWarranted to excell anythingelse In the market ck seed of at, Is perfectly pure and of Ine quality.
from
for economy and beaaty;regn)ateseaeter,bnrnslts
G.J.VAN DURKN * CO.
Orleans, La., and also a visit from another fael cleaner and distributes the beat more evenly
Holland, Mich., Fib. IS, 1808.

List of letters remaining in the Post

-

glye

Intend to keep onr market eapplled with the

Emma Humphrey received a visit
her son and bis family, of New

A full house greeted Muldoon’s Picnic
son and his family, of Florida. Both
last Monday evening. The merits ol
families have now returned to their homes
the company were of a fair order and the
after a visit of about one week.
entertainmentapparently pleased all
Tbk Caucus held in the Township of
present.

—

We

___

of the City Hall because thority that Mr. Peter Oosten, of this city, Dlekema; Justice of the Peace, FieJ. L
not advertise in that paper. has purchased 20 acres of land near Ham- SoUter and G. W. Roeers.

right brother, toot your

is

Havlag lately re-opened the “City Meat Market”
the First Word, we kindly Invite the eltloese

ol this city to

horn ilton from a Mr. Patridge, and that it is
At a caucus held in Zeeland last
the intention of Mr. Gosling to establish a
even if it is at the expense of the truth.
Wednesday the following double ticket We also taka the lead and repreaentold and rell
brick yard there. We wish “Pete” abunwas put in the field: For Supervisor, ible Companies that warranfahetrwork. No selThe regular spring meeting of the dant success with his enterprise.
Albert Riddering, C. Van Loo; For Clerk. ecting from a paper to Allan order at an IndeAClassls of Holland will be held on next
nltetlmeln tha fntnre, bat tha goods to selec
Our readers will do well to give Messrs. Jacob Den Herder, Peter Borst; For Treas- from-fram the cheapest cooking stove to an aa
week Wednesday,at 10 o’clock a. m., in
C. Bteketee & Bos a call, as they have just urer, Christian Den Herder, Johannes Van sortmentof ranges never before represented In this
the Third Reformed Church. The classireceived a large stock of spring Dry Goods, Regenmorter; For Commissioner of High- iowu. We respectfnllyinvite pnrehuers to com
cal sermon will be preached by Rev. N.M.
ways, Cornells De Putter, Sielse Op’t Holt, pare meiile and prices of oar goods with any olha
Steffens in the evening of the same day at Crockery, Flour pots, etc. They have a
in the city.
very fine stock of prints varying in price Justice of the Peace, Albert T. Huizenga,
7 :30 p. m.
R. KANTERS & SONS.
rfrom 5 to 7 cents a yard, and they are ChristiauDe Jonge; School Inspector,
The winter term of Hope College being sold very fast. Look out for their Peter Borst, Orrin N. Moon.
closed yesterday, and the spring term will new advertisementnext week.
Last Monday morning fire broke out iu
open on Monday, April 16th, at 11 o’clock,
the
residence of R. Van Kampen on River
Our readers will notice a new advertisea. m. Hon. Schuyler Colfax has preThat

In

throughout the

for the building

the Council did

CO., Prop's,

26, as

see on

the teams waiting at the receivingeleva-

Common

a

DURENt

Mrs.

__

feres, next week.

Last Saturday 1,000 bushels of wheat

the

G.J. VAN

Arbor Day, and recommends the general

quite tions from people in this vicinitywhich are
a feature in the devotional exercisesat that unavoidably crowded out of this issue.
We shall publish them, if nothing inter
,

its

issued

mation designating Thursday, April

received several

Meat Market,

pattern

Governor Begole has

Sabbath was

Roller Mills. It was quite a sight to

very able

a

all

especially the schoQl-damea.

were bought of our farmers by the Standard

last

and scholarly sermon.

our citizens do their best to entertain them

We have

VANpER VEERI.

and Coal Stores,

the Methodist Church

the pulpit of

giving perfect aatisfaction.

the teachersof

Wm.

Wood

Pailor

Mormonism.”

Sunday evening, and preached

copgregational singing at Hope Re-

The Qrondwt in

Battle Creek, has been

Rev. T. Romkyn Beck, D. D., occupied

Next week our city will have as guests

The school board of Cedar Springs have
engaged Prof. I. F. Bangs, of this city,

last

have • fall line of

City

Mr. Frank Cutler has taken charge of
the engine of the Standard Roller Mills

the scrub-brush and the broom.

formed Church on

We

canvassing the city this week with a book

tion.

now be heard as she vigorouslyapplies and

REN.

DU

Parlor Stoves

entertained her classmates at

entitled "Women of

voice of the house cleaner can

The

box, counter and

for

in another

VAN

G. J.

died last

ice

is

Oor

Allegan County, was in the city
Wednesday.

as principal of iheir

PostmasterGeneral Timothy O. Howe
Monday at Kenosha, Wis.

getting their

her home on Ninth street.

Thureday.

Mb. J. H. Eppink, County Treasurer of

The

our “Sporta” are

of

fishingtackel ready for use.

this

Drugs, Medicines,

GROCERIES

•

FAINTS, OILS, ETC.

attended and good fteliig and harmony
Htvlng purchased the entire stock end
plete in every detail.
standard prevailed throughout the^ entire evening. ated as follows: P. H. McBride, A. M.
"good
will” of T. E. Anols 6 Co., we
Kanters; Mr. Jeff. Boggs was nominated
ot the music as rend*ed fin this city. The caucus adjourned at 9i80 o’clockT
will endeavor to merit, by tilt treatment
to fill vacancy occurring by the resignaThe program of "The Trio” concert consod honest competition, i share of the
In order to contradict some of the re- tion of W. H. Parks. The rest of the Everyone should see our Goods,
tained some pieces that ;w(re very diffiand leamour prices, before pur- patronageof this public.
cult. On the whole we consider that the ports that are afloat to regard to the cost nominations were then made lo regular
chasing elsewhere.
music, though it was very pedltably ren- of the Water Works at Allegan, we pub- order: Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk; Cornells

commendable

effort to elevatd the

dered, was of a too

high

prder to

be

ap-

preciated by the majority of the people

by permission, the following letter

ceived by parties to this city from

re-

John H.

Eppink, Treasurerof Allegan County:

who composed the audience.

Thk

lish,

Teacher’s Institute to be held in this

* Allegan, March

80,

1883.

Van Schelven,for Justice of the Peace. The Ward nominations
were then made: First Ward, Teunls
Supervisor; Gerrit

Cheboygan, Traverse City, end Ludington,

may become acquainted and feel at home.
the intention, sometime during

received within the last thirty days,

It is also

the session, to organize a teacher’s county

association for

Ottawa County. Every

teacher and all others who are interested
in educational matters are earnestly invited to attend and contributesomething

to the general pleasure and

profit

of the

meeting. Arrangements have been made
for the

accomodation of

all

who may come,

and should any misunderstandingarise the
matter should be referred to the local committee at once. The committa also desires that all teachers not provided with
entertainment, should notify him as early
as possible after their arrival.The seasinus will continue nutil Friday after-

noon.

HudsonvilleItems.

The Republicans of Georgetown,beld«
which their caucus on last Wednesday, and

or "experience”meetings in order that all

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., March 15,

fully Compounded.
KREMER8 A BANGS.

1888.

Holland, Mich., April 19tb. 11-1?

B.

WYNHOFF

eighth street.

Otto Breyman
In—
Dealer

We

have added a completeetock of

DRY GOODS, Jewelry. Watches,
OEM

DIAMONDS,

FURNISHING GOODS,

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns
Etc., Etc., "which we offer tor rale at very low
jirlcee^ Onr motto la: “Quick Sales . and Smsll

We have received a large stock of

CLOAKS

&

DOLMANS.

iilfitiui,

Minn,

id lutj Sook

1 hive engaged the services of Mr. N.
Reynolds, ot Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairing of
watebee, so that our work can be war-

H.

ranted.

Kronemeyer, Robert Alward Treasurer, and
Onr rtoek of CROCKERY la large and completecord of pine slabs pqr twenty-fourhours Edward F. Bosworth, Highway Commis- and onr etock of GROCERIES la constantly being
All the Goods are warranted
and about three gallons of oil, they are now sioner; Henry D. Weatherwax, and James replenished, kept fresh and fall.
to he just as represented.
pumping on an average of 100,000 gallons L Handy, for Justice of the Peace. The
present Clerk and School Inipector were
per twenty-four hours. Both iron and
renominated.
la also kept constantly
on hand.
I will also keep on head a fall Has of
wood pipe is cheaper now then when I
The Greenback caucus called on Thors- The highestprices la phtd for batter and egga
gave you estimate last year, hut I think day, adiourned until Friday to ascertain and other Country Prodace.
you had better work on last year’s figure, wbat kind of a bargain could be made
with the fusioolst, who have called a
for if you conclude to put lu two boilers,
caucus for that day. As selling ont ii Call and see our
Goods.
—end a—
tod build a nice building 'sod run it Indetheir principal forte, and anything to beat
PEN8.
pendent of other building,it will cost the republicansthe only remaining
Goods delivered free of charge.
more, tod should you vote a thousand or plank in the platform of oor Greentwo more than you need. It la not neces- back brethern, wa expect the bargain with
Come end examine onr stock. No.
Mr. H. Weitmao still remaiat laths
be closed, and the Greenback party in this
sary to use it. Ttoenty thousand dottart
trouble to show Goods.
town become a tbing of the past before store as heretofore.
O. BREYMAN.
B.
will complete your works as talked when this goes ta press. Will say more after
Holland, l^ch., Jan. 1, 1888. 48-ly
Hollahs. eOt 26,
7-ly.
"R.”
1 was at your place.”
states that they are using

on

an average 1

nominated

G.

Van Daren, for

Grnts:— lo addition to my telegramof
city during the coming week will begin its
yesterday, will say Allegan expended $25,- Keppel, Alderman; M. Vaupell, Constable.
first session in the public school building 000 for her Holly Water Works the first
Second Ward, John Beukema, Alderman;
on Monday afternoon at two o'clock. year, and had everythingcomplete and in C. De Fey ter, Constable. Third Ward,
good working order. Two years later $15.«
Prof. E. B. Fairfield, of Grand Haven,
000 additional was expended and pipes Pieter Winter, Aldermen ;Edwtrd Vaupell,
will have charge and will be ably assisted
were extended up the hill to the depot one Constable.Fourth Ward, J. Nylana,
by other educators of ability and experi- way and up another bill to the cemetery Alderman for full term; D. L. Boyd, tor
ence. Lectures ou popular subjects will the other way, which makes over l^mlles Alderman to fill vacancy; P. Braam, Conbe given in Hope Church on Tuesday and in length; it was also extended iu different stable. The caucus then adjourned at
direettons.Amount roeeioedfrom Water 9:80 o’clock. The melting wis quiet and
Wednesday evenings. The day sessions rata more than pay running expense.
orderly. The basinets was gone in order
will be devoted entirelyto the considers*
and with despatch/and opr people were
Respectfully Tours.
JOHN H. EPPINK. surprised that the' caucus did mt drag
tion of topics which are of the utmost
In answer to a telegram Mr. M. Walker, along until 11 oyl2 o’clock, as hp usually
practical importance to every teacbervln
been the case in other years. /
his or her every day work. Arrangements writes ua a letter from which we make the
will be made, for at least one or two social following extracts: "I have letters from

Physicians Prescriptions care-

Landaal.CityTreasurer; Edward Vaupell,
City Marshal; Gerrit J.

for Supervisor Albertos

FLOUfR AJ7Q FEEQ,

SPECTACLES

New

FULL LINE OF GOLD

‘

election.

WYNHOFF

1882.

THROUGH TIME AND ETERNITY.
lh*ye done at last with the bitter lie—
The lie I have lived so many yean.
I've hated myself that I could not die,
Body ae well as soul. What! tears I—
Teen and kisses on Up and brow!
What use are lean and kisses now?

it She perceived v my intention,
and openly declared that I should soon
have good reason to regret having offended her; but I despised her threats,
and, as the sequel will show, I was

ing

wrong.

ought to have remembered
Queen
Marie Leczinska had alone- prevented
Freron from being imprisoned at her
I

that the personal intercession of

Twaa

not so hard. Just a kerchief wot
(n the deadly blessing tHat qulots pain,
ind backward the tide of suffering set;
Peace swept over the blood and brain—
Utter peace to the finger-tips;
ind now these kisses pn Uds and Ups!
Sweet caresses for Ups all cold,
ind loud laments for perished breath,
Por the faded check, and the hair’s dim goldBnt not a tear for the sadder death .
( died that day. How strange the fate
that brings your sorrow all too late!
411 these yean, with my dead, dead heart,
fve met the world with smilingeyes;
C feigned nweet life with perfect art,
ind the world has respect for well-told Ucs;
ind I fooled the world— for no one said,
"Behold this woman— she is dead.”
•

instigation.N ot that she contemplated
doing me the honor of sending me to
the Fort 1’Eveque; she had another
plan in view, as you will see.
“It was, I think, in 1761, tliat M. de
Voltaire’s tragedy of ‘Tancrede* first
made its appearance 6n the stage of the
Comedie Francaise. A few minutes
before the commencement of the performance I entered the theater,and
took my usual seat in the pit. I had
just loft the Cafe Procope, where I had
expressed mv opinion pretty freely respecting the forthcoming novelty,
avowing my hostility both to the author and to Mile. Clairon, and prophesying that the piece would never reach

frained from the slightest mark of impatience or dissatisfactionnntil the
curtain finally dropped, and my sufferings were at an end. I felt sure that
the day would come when I should
have the laugh on my side, and I had
not long to wait.
“The next novelty produced at the
Theater Francaise was not, I rejoice to
say, by Voltaire; but an adaptation by
Saurin Of a lugubrious English drama
entitled ‘Blanche et Guiscard,’the subject of which was taken from ‘Gil Bias.’
In it Clairon had a principal part, of
which report spoke highly,,and had received instruotions from Garrick how to
play it. I was the more disposed to be
critical on this occasion, bavihg myself
previouslytreated a similar subject,
and offered my piece to the managing

"‘But,* I objected,‘there is no
that justifies such a prohibition.'

my own reflections.
“What was I to do? Submit patient-

A prima facie case : When a clock
accused of being behind time there
is nothing wrong on the face of it.
Mr. Younohupband, who has seven
Silver ladles among his wedding pres-

committee,who had unanimouslyre-

ly to the insult, and tacitly own myself

ents, savs he

.

law

FTTH AND P01>T.

“ ‘True, 'he replied, ‘but Mile. Clairon
i&s enlisted on her side all the “gentle-

men of the

Chamber;’’ she has told
hern that it is quite impossible for her
to act in the presence — I use her own
words— of a monster like you, and that,
unless her demand be complied with,
she will retire from the stage.’
“ ‘Very likely,’! remarked, ‘considering that hardly a week passes without
ler threatening the same thing.’
“ ‘That may be,’ coldly answered M.
de Sartine,‘but it is no affair of mine—
I merely obey orders
and, turning his
back on me as a signal that the interview was at an end, he left me to

Remarkable transformationof

—When

color
the white stag turns to bay.

Flattery is called “taffy,” because it
makes a man feel awfully “stuck up.”
Two hoqsheads make one butt, but
it

takes only one goat’s bead to do

it.

There

is a marked difference between getting up with the lark and
staying up to have one.

There is a song 'called “Turn My
Face to the Sea.” It is probably the
wail of a stuffed mermaid.
is

Is

in favor of “silver-service

the wrong, or boldly continue the reform.”
was impossible to avoid being present struggle,and prove that the Chevalier
Fat Esquimaux babies, when they
at the first performance of ‘Blanche et de la Morliere was not to bo humiliated die, are tried out bv their afflicted
Gniscard.’
by the caprice of a vindictive and am- parents for lamp oil. Thus ever is
“I found my two agents at the door Jitious woman? I chose the latter human misery made light
Yhe world says now I am dead ; but 0 the fourth act. Each of my friends was of the theater, evidently expecting me. alternative, and commenced operations
Be respectful to every oie, no matter
Lean down and listen— ’ti» all In vain!
at his post, ready to sqoend me in my When we were seated.theonemyright, by laying before the authorities a dewhat liis or her position may be in the
iftln in my heart bleeds the cruel blow;
crusade agafost the bad taste of the pub- addressing me with obsequious civility, tailed statement of my case, which no
ifaln I am mad with the old-timepain;
world. Never, for instance,ask your
ifaln the waves of anguish roU—
lic; so J sat-qmte*mtmy 'ease and <mlmly deigned to express his regret at my ab- one took the trouble of reading. I enwasherwoman where she “hangs out.”
fir I have met with my muni or od soul
awaited the rising of the curtain. My sence during the last week, assuringme deavored to interest in my favor several
An organist in a church at Providence,
0 never to find the peace I crave—
two neighbors on either side were that I Had missed some delightful influential personages ef the court, but
R.
I., relieved the monotony of waiting
Twere better to be as I have been:
strangersto me, and I took no particu- pieces. ‘However,’ he added, ‘wo felt in vain ; the few who listened to me
in the place of the fleetingyears, I have
for
a belated bridal party by plaving,
lar notice* of them beyond remarking that M. le Chevalier would be here to- shrugged their shoulders with evident
ternity now to loVe you in—
“0
Dear, What Can the Matter Be?”
Eternity now to feel the blow
night,
as
all
Paris
is
anxiens
to
see
the
indifference,
and
declined
to
interfere.
that both more resembled‘ forts de la
Your dear hands gave so long aeo.
Let us try to comprehend women or
As a last resource I resolved to appeal
Halle’ than habitual frequentersof the novelty.’
—Carlotta Ferry, in Lippincott'sMagazine.
“ ‘ Who are the principal actors in the to the sympathy of my fellow-citizens, eternity ; but if wo are determined to
theater, my attention being drawn to
new piece?’ I inquired, in an indifferent and circulated a memoir in which I ponder on the one or on the other, and
‘ Tancrede,’ which had just begun. I
tone.
demanded by what right I alone still retain our reason, then let us give
allowed
the
earlier
scenes
toj)ass
withvs. Cabal.
“ ‘ Bellecour, Mile .Dubois and Clair- was debarred from frequenting a place eternity the preference.
out interruption, but toward the end of
of public entertainment, a privilege
Hartford Times: Several of our
A Unique Encounter in the Theater Fran- the first act prepared1 myself for a vig- on.’
“ ‘ Ah! Mile. Dubois is a pretty girl.’ open to all who had the money to pay exchanges are devoting considerable
calee— How a Play Was Killed, Despite orous manifestation of discontent.I
“ ‘Charming,monsieur.’
for it. This had the desired effect ; for, space to the importance of “cooking
Official Protection— An Actress’ Revenge. had, however, liardly uttered a prefa“ ‘ And what do people say of the in order to avoid a popular scandal, the girls.” It’s no use. Wo don’t want
tory murmur, when Hie two individuals
Lieutenant of police, turning a deaf ear them cooked. The raw damsel is good
Those who are conversant with the on my right and left simultaneously piece ?’ I continued.
“ 1 Afu /oi, monsieur, what can they to the entreaties and menaces of Mile. enough for
lighter French literatureof the last pressed so closely on me that I was
oenfcurv have doubtless read, or tried to nearly stifled. A cry of pain escaped me, say of it until they have seen it acted?’ Clairon, decided on withdrawingthe
When a California man sees “no
read, J Angola,” a strange production upon which they drew back a little, but interposed my left-handneighbor, with veto, and I was once more at liberty to cards” at the end of a marriage
published anonymously, with the usual as soon as I had recovered my breath a self-satisfiedgrin.
pass my evenings unmolested at the notice of a triend, he remarks that
Accompaniments of frontispiece and and opened my lips to protest against a
“ ‘I mean, is it likely to be a success Comedie Francaise. Had this occurred “that girl lias put some of her pious
in Venice, it is probable that my perti- notions into Jims head, but bo’ll get
Wgnettes, and purportingto bo an el- passage in the play which struck me as or a failure ?
“ ‘ Oh, monsieur, a success, of nacity would have entailed on mo the
ect description of the society and man- commonplace,they closed in upon me
over them after he lias been married
unpleasant consequences of an inch or awhile.” .i
ners of the time. It is neither better a second time, and with such force that course.’
two of cold steel; whereas in Paris,
nor worse, than the generalityof novels I was literallyjammed in between
“ ‘ Why of course ?
“Why, pa,” said little Tooser to
of the period; inferior to those of Cre- them. - Without once turning their eyes
“ ' Because the author, M. Saurin, is fortunatelyfor me, if ‘ bravo ’ is not yet
Senior Alim-, the other day, “here
a national institution, or I should
billon the jounger in style and felicity in mv direction,and to all appearance a member of the Academy.'
comes Mr. Jones into the house, and it
hardly have lived to tell my story.”—
of expression,hot not without a certain deeply interested in what was going on,
“ ‘ That proves nothing,’ I remarked.
has only just begun to sprinkle. Isn’t
Charles Hervey, in Longman's Maggayety and animation, the effect of they held me so tightly that it was im“ Tt preves quite enough for us,’ he
it funny?” “Whv so?” asked Mr.
which is too frequently marred by an possible for me to move ; until, seeing replied, sullenly, and the conversation azine.
Jones, who overheard. “Why,” said
affectation of language apparently cop- that I remained perfectly quiet, they dropped. The first act of ‘Blanche et
Tooser, looking up with a' rapt counied from the “Dictionnairedes Precieu- again retreated, paying no attention to Gniscard,’notwithstandingsome picturAunt Philura’s Partner.
tenance, “papa said yesterday that you
•ea.n • It ia, however, a curious book, my indignant remonstrances,which esque scenery and costumes, struck me
One day. last week as John was read- didn’t know enough to come a when it
and, although now most forgotten, ob- were lost amid the shouts of the au- as insufferably tediouftj and, careful as
in’ his paper by the kitchen stove, he rained. Pa got left, didn’t he?”
tained at the time of its appearance a thor’s partisans at the close of the act. I was to avoid any open display of hosspoke up and says he; “Wol, here’s
W. W. Dodok and B. W. Shopperd,
f^r share- of popularity, less perhaps on When the next began I was more de- tility, I could not resist the temptation
somethin’ I’d give a good deal to know.” the latter being an Austin steokman,
aecount of its intrinsic merits than be- termined than ever to express my of indulging in a hearty yawn, which
“What is it?” says I, sottin’a-way the were examining a large donkey belongcause, notwithstanding the absence of opinion in regard to Mile. Clairon, and proved so contagious that both my
dishes I’d got wiped.
ing to Dodge, who thought he was a
an author’s name on the title-page,it was in the act of taking from my neighbors unsuspiciously followed my
“Why, this,” says ho, readin’ out very fine animal. “Pshaw ! ” replied
was known to have been written by the pocket the whistle I always carried example. A repetition of the same
loud
Shepperd, who weighs 200 pounds, “if
Chevalier de la Morliere,an episode in with me on these occasions, when my maneuver gradually infected those
“Send twenty-fivecents at once and you want to see big jacks, you should
whose life we are about to narrate.
right-handneighbor, grasping my arm around me, and by the middle of the
learn how to keep Jour well from freez- pp to Kentucky where they raise them.
This singular personage, born at the so violently that tfce whistle fell on the third act the entire pit, boxes and galin’ in the coldest nights. This may bo Time’s where I came from!”-*- Taras
very commencement of the eighteenth ground, muttered iu my ear, ‘Silencft!’ lery were yawning as if for a wager. I
worth hundreds to you. Send at once Si, ngs.
century and dying within a few years of This was too much, and I struggled to watched these symptoms of weariness,
to W. P. Smith, 165 Blank street, Bos“How can I leave you, my darling?”
its close, was a native of Grenoble, and release myself, when my other arm was which boded no good to M. Saurin’s
ton, Mass.
murmured a lover in tones of distressbegan his career as a “mousquetaire,” suddenly seized by . the individual on drama, with intense delight, and every
“I believe I shall send, Philura.”
ing tenderness, as he observed both
during the regency of the Duke of Or- my left, who, in a very significant tone, now and then fanned the flame by a
“What on earth do you want to know hands of the clock approach a perponleans. Shortly after receiving his ap- bade me be still. I tried to rise from fresh demonstration. In vain the actors
for ? Onr well ain’t never froze, and, if
dionlar on the dial. “Well, John,” repointment he came to Paris, where, as my seat, but, .pinned as I was, I could exerted themselves to the utmost, the
it did, we shonldn’t care, for here’s our
sponded the girl with wicked innocence,
insidious enemy was too much for them,
far as his slender finances permitted,lie not. •• >' •* •.
.
runnin’ water that never fails us, ” says L
"you can take your choice. If you go
frequented the society of young men of
“ Tf you say a word or make the and little by little they, in their turn,
“Wal, I know, but mebbe ’twill through the hall you will be liable to
his own age, and speedily became no- slightest movement,’ whispered my yielded to its influence. From that
freeze, and then, beside, I know two
wake up father, and if you leaVe by way
torious both from his overweening arro- persecutor, ‘we have strict orders to moment the fate of the piece was deor three men in this town who’d give of the back shed you’ll be likely to wake
gance and from his skill as a swords- turn you out of the theater.’
cided, and I was on the point of risking
twenty-five cents to know' how to keep
up the dog.”
man. Be lorded it at the cafes and
“Perceiving that I was in the hands a fracture of my jaw by way of giving a
their well from freezin’,and I can teH
other places of public resort, where his of two police agents in disguise, and final quietus, when my neighbor on the
A greenhorn went to a menagerie,
’em and I’ll bet I can make money at
especial friends and admirers were wont that any attempt at resistance would be right, perceiving at length how matters
where an oiang-outangparticularly
it.”
to assemble; and by the hardihood of both physically impracticable and de- stood, suddenly checked me.
“Johnson Winter!” says I, “if you struck his attention. Several' gentle“
‘M.
le
Chevalier,*
he
whispered,
his opinions and his readinessto main- rogatory to. my dignity, I merely inmen \^er© conversing al>out the animal,
are so anxious to make money, do go to
‘allow me to remind you that yon are
tain them, acquired a sort of iqfluence quired if they knew me.
one
of whom expressed the opinion
swappin’ horses or peddlin’fresh fish
as a-literary and dramatic censor which
‘“Certainly, monsieur,’ replied the going too far.’
that it was a species of the lower order
that nave been froze np half the winter.
even the actors of the Comedie Fran- same individual. ‘You are the Chev“ ‘In what way ?’ I asked.
Any such waste of money as that on of the human species. The country“ ‘Every one cai\ understand that yon
caise — in those days by no means the alier de la Morliere, and my comrade
some scamp that wants to get money man did not like«thisidea, and, striding
are yawning on purpose.’
most submissive of mortals— were com- and I are here to watch you.’
up to the gentleman, expressed his conin some way without workin’ for it makes
“ ‘How can I help yawning if the
pelled to recognize. With the excep" ‘To-day only?’
me sick. It’s a fraud, just as sure os tempt for it thus : “Pooh I pooh I he’s
tion of “Angola,” his attempts at
“ ‘To-day and to-morrow, and every piece bores me?’
my name is Philura Winters. Why, no more human species than I be.”
“ The agents looked at each other,
authorshipHad been signal failures; day until further orders.’
There is a “cow tree” that grows in
you ain’t forgot, have you, how you
visibly embarrassed.
half a dozen other novels of a very in‘“By what ri|ht?*.l asked.
sent off fifty cents last summer to find Venezuela that, when tapped, gives
“ ‘True,’ murmured the one on my
ferior stamp and a host of pamphlets
“ ‘Hush! Don’t you hear Mile. Clairon
a sure way to get rid of potato bugs?” out a sap that is white, milky and nuon every conceivable subject hail fallen speaking. What an actress, what a left.
“Wal, now, what’s the use flingin’ tritious. It has several advantages
“ ‘If it does bore you,’ growled the
stillborn from the press, while of his glorious creature she is!’ ke cried, apthat in my face ? But this is a religious over the native American cow. The
one on my right, ‘you need not let other
two comedies, “Le Creole” and plauding with all his might.
newspaper, and I don’t believe but what milk of the tree, containsmore milk and
*Le Gouverneur,” produced re- “I felt myself growing purple with people see it.’
less water, and the tree can’t kick you
I shall send. ”
• “ ‘Tell me frankly,’I said, looking
apectively at the Theater Franeaisc rage, and, turning to my neighbor on
And he went off into the settin’ropm clean across the barn -yard and through
and the Comedie Italienne, neither the left, who appeared less enthusiasti- the speaker full in the face, ‘does it
and wrote to the man for information, a panel of rail fence if you happen to
had survived the first night’s ordeal. cally disposed, ‘It seems, then,’ I said, amuse you ?’
in regard to wells. I finished up my stand on the wrong side when you tap
“ I can’t say that it does,’ was his
These mortifying results, though he ‘that iu future, whenever I come to the
dishes, and then I went and got a it for milk.
affected to treat them philosophically, theater, I am condemned to sit between candid reply.
rinted slip of paper that he had paid
“Let us go to the inaugural ball,"
" This settled the question,and they
were scarcely calculated to render him you and your comrade?’
Is fifty cents for, and went and pinned said Gilhooly to Gns De Smith. “We
allowed
me,
without
further
hindrance,
Indulgentto his more fortunate col“ ‘Exactly, M. le Chevalier, and for
it up on the secretary right in front of
haven’t got clothes fine enough for such
leagues; and he had little diflicultyin my part I am delighted,for no one is a to contributemy share of yawns to the
him, as he was writin’. It read
an occasion. The elite of Austin will be
organizing a regular cabal of which he greater admirer of M. de Voltaire’s general fund ; and I felt, as I remarked
“Sure Cure for Potato Bugs! Pro- there.” “All you need is to change /
the
listless
indifference
of
the
public
to
was the head, the subordinate members tragedies.’
cure two short pieces of board, catch your shirt.” "But I haven’t got any
the woes of the unfortunate ‘Blanche
being any chance recruits, such as dis“ T ought to he flattered,’I remarked
your bug and place it on one of the other shirt except the one I’ve got on.”
appointed playwrightsor literary hacks, With affectedcalmness, ‘that my com- ct Gniscard,’ that I had gained my
pieces ; then place the other board on “Neither have I any other shirt, but we
point, and emerged Victoriousfrom a
who passed most of their time at the pany gives you such pleasure.’
the top of the bug and press down can manage that easy enough. You
struggle in which the odds were
Cafe Procope, and who eagerly seized
gently but firmly, and if the bug is not take off your shirt and put on mine, and
“ ‘Ours need not be disagreeabletoM.
certainly not in my favor.
4he opportunityoffered them of venting
dead, vour money will cheerfullybe re- I’ll take off mine and put on yours, and
le Chevalier,if bo chose,’ he replied in
“But I hid yet to learn with what an
their spite against a successful dramatfunded.”
a significant tone.
then we can brag that wo changed our
implacable adversary I had to deal, and
ist, or a comedian by whom their own
John finished his letter, and then shirts before going to the ball.” — Texas
“ ‘How do yon moan ?’
I soon discovered to my cost that the
pieces had been refused. Posting themlooked up and saw it.
Sifti n gs.
“ ‘Monsieur has only to al>sf)ain from annoyances to which I had hitherto been
aelves in different parts of the theater,
“Dummit,” says he, "what do you
expressing
any
disapprobation
;
no
very
subjected
were
trifles
Compared
with
but always under the eye of theii chief,
Cartons.
want to be so aggravatin’ for?”
they awaited his signal to commence difficult matter when the piece is like what was about to, follow. Finding that
*
the
one
they
aro
playing
now.
Listen,
The
Mechanical
Engineer tells a
her efforts to stifle my opposition had
the attack, and conducted their operaTo-day noon, StufHebean’ahired man
monsieur,
is
it
possible
to
imagine
anystrange
story
of
the
effect
produced on
signally
failed,
Mile.
Clairoo
determined
tions so skillfully that many of the uncome along with our mail and brought a wrought-iron forging by a hnman
to crush mo altogether, and rid herself
initiated spectators, far from imagining thing finer? Bravo, Voltaire!’
John the answer to his letter about the hair. The forging was in a powerful
fthat the., were acting in concert,con“ ‘Bravo, Clairon !’ shouted the other. of my unwelcome presence in a way
well freezin’. It was— “Take it into the
cold press for finishing the’ forging
that,
I
confess,
I
little
expected.
Prof“My position was no longer endur•cluded that the play or the pet former,
house by the kitchen stove, nights.” after it is shaped. R was put between
•whichever might be the object of that able, and at the close of the third act I iting by the • exceptionalposition
her, she solicited He tried not to have me see it, but I in- two hardened steel dies and subjected
mights disapprobation, deserved to be rose from my seat and abruptly quit- enjoyed .
and
obtained
from
M. de Sartine, sisted upon it, and now I’ve got that to a pressure of 100, tons to the square
1* ss i, and no*, infrequently added ted the theater, l>oilingwith suppressed
pinned upon the secretary— though inch. A hair taken from the hood of a
their own sibilationsto those of the fury, and invoking maledictionson the the Lieutenant of police, an order proJohn says, “What do you want to keep bystander was placed on the face of
•conspirators. This state of things had actress who had played me this scurvy hibiting me in future from entering the
hectorin’ a man about a little thing like
the forging, and the full pressure apComedie
Francaise;
and
this
iniquiontmued for some months, an(l at least trick. For the next two days I carethat for, enywejl”— Aunt Philura in plied. The result was that the hair
‘half a dozen pieces had l>cen brought to fully kept aloof from the scene of my tous infraction of the law was duly noBoston Times.
was driven into the forging and imbed;an untimely end by their combined ef- disaster, but toward the end of the tified to me. - Justly indignant of each
ded in it, the hair itself remaining unweek, from sheer force of habit, re- unheard-of exercise of arbitrarypower,
..orlfl, when, as ill luck would have it,
Whatever the internal application of injured, and being removed intact. If
Ihe victim next selected proved more turned thither, and found my two I applied to the magistratein question
ithftnamatch for, the dabrij and— but agents, as I expected, awaiting my ar- for redress; and, after several vain at- hot water may effect, girls desirous of everybody’s hair is an unyielding as
we let the chevalier tell his own storv. rival. Ushering me to my seat with a tempts, succeeded in obtainingan inter- having a good complexion would do that, how are we to account for vanous
well to apply it to their faces. They things that we see and feel?
"Mile. Clairon was then at ‘the height profusion of bows, they placed them- view with him, but to no purpose, for
should either dip their faces into a basin
selves as before on either side of me, he very curtly informed me that he
of her reputation,and reigned despot
of very hot water or applv the water
The Boston Advertiser thinks that
icftlly over the Theater Francaisei I but this tjme I had determined to go could do nothing for me.
with a sponge. At first they ore like “of all the professions, the clerical
“
‘The
fact
is,’
he
said,
‘Mile.
Clairon
never admired her acting, but preferred uppn a different tack, and give them no
lobsters, but in a few moments this is
furnishesthe poorest specimens of the
a thousand times the energy and pas- opportunity of molesting me. To their has great influence, and you have none;
replaced by the tints of peaches and statesman."
sion of Mile. Dumesnil to the Bo-called great astonishment I remained perfectly beeide, your reputation is, to say the
lilies.—London Truth.
* classic’ f igidity of her rival .
I was still, although I confess that the martyr- least, very much against you, and you
The institutions in New York subject
not the only one who disputed the sov- dom I underwent in listening with an have brought this upon yourself. If
to
the bank department of the State
Don't
judge
a
man
by
his
speech,
for
ereign merit of the latter,although no indifferentair to M. de Voltaire's you have not chosen to attend to the
represent
nearly 1700,000,000 in their
a
parrot
talks,
and
the
tongue
is
but
an
warnings
already
given
you,
it
is
your
one else dared to say so ; I was aware of rhapsodieswas almost beyond my
ind no one said, as you passed along,
"Behold a mur(Tcrerr No one knew;
You carefully covend the cruel wrong;
That the world saw not, was enough for yon;
You had wisdom and worldlypride;
ind 1 had silence— for I had died.

fused it. tinder these circumstances,it
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WOMANS EXPERIENCE.
Lady of Great Prominence Has to
Bay About Her Sex.

MJ

[Boston Globe.]

Pun Cod-liverOil, made from selected
Our Young Men.
liven on the sea-shore,by Caswxll, Haxjlrd
Ifany of our young men are sufferingfrom
A Oa , New York. It Is absolutely pure and
a state of mental exhaustion,which renders
them unfit for business or study. Injurious sweet Patients who have once taken it
prefer it to all othera • Physicians have dehabits that weaken their constitutionsare
cided it superior to any of the other oils in
clung to with a pertinacitythat is appalling.
Young man, stop! let health and perfect market
manhood be at least one of your chief aims
An Undoubted BleMln*.
in life If you already begin to suffer from
About thirty yews Ago a prominent phyaldtn by the
name of Dr. William Hall djacovered. or produced
by using that friend of temperanceand long after long experimental research, a remedy for diaeuea of the throat, cheat and lunga, which waa of such
life, the strengthener of every part of the

In a company of friends distinguished On a recent trip by a representative of
in the walks of literature and science this paper to the city of Haverhill,Mass., a
the question was asked if it is possible most importantincident occurred, which
to form any satisfactory conception of cannot fail to be of the greatest interest to
the nature of spirit and the conditions all, and especially to our lady readers. The
of a future life not based on emotion or newspaper man ipet a lady, a trifle past body. D*. GuysoWs Yellow Dock and Sarsa- wonderful efficacy that it aoon gained a wide repute«
sentiment. The reply was that it is middle age, with luxurious white hair that parilla. It will quickly restore your health
The
fact
is well understood
possible. In dreams we often have ex- contrastedstrikinglywith piercine black and keep you from falling into the rapacious
that the
periences which make .clear the possi- eyes. She possessed a straight, full habit, clutches of some advertising quack doctor.
womanly, but commanding, combined with Be wise id time. Ask your druggist to get it
LINIMENT is by fan
bility of life without physical activity.
Duruo’a
Catarrh
Snuff.
manners wholly lady-like and yet pro- for you. __
This well-known remedy for Catarrh still maintains
the best external known for
It once appeared to the author in a nounced Any acute judge of human nature
its well-earned popularity. E. A. Savage, of Geneva,
Story from the French.
dream that he was traveling in France, could see at once that he was in the presence
man or beast The reason
Kansaa.
“I have used -------Durno’s CaHuiiHUH, writes
wnuw March
maren #, 1880:
uw:
. .......
«_.».« — that does me any
and with friends had rested at a small of an unusual personage— one destined to
Through
long nights of fever and tarrh...
Suuj, and
Uit the—only
thtug^thatdoes me any
becomes
accomplishmore than most of her sex and
by aU druggist*.
inn. A thunder-storm arose; the thun- to exert an Influence far-reaching in its days of weary restlessness Ninon
secret” when we explain that
der reverberated through the heavens, power. This lady was Mrs. M. W. Wingate. watched by her lover’s side. Strength
“Mustang” penetrates skin,
the lightning ikshed, the pattering Almost from childhood she has taken a returns to the crippled body, but the
flesh and muscle to the very
special
interest
in
the
bedily
troubles
of
her
raindrops came nslowly at first, and
sex and has probably been more successful sorrowfuleyes already wear that helpbone, removin'*: all disease
finally the storm burst in all its fury.
n relieving sufferingand Bavins: lives than less, vacant expression peculiar to the
and soreness. No other lint
Looking out of the window, it was ob- any other woman in America Indeed, she blind, and the strong right arm is repment does this, hence none
served that a company of traveling seems to women what Florence Nightengale resentedby an empty sleeve.
and Dorothy Dlx were to the sufferingsolother is so largely nsed or
minstrels had turned into the yard and
He
is
not
forbidden
to
speak
now,
diers. The instances of women, who were
sought coyer under a farm wagon at
does such worlds of good.
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v number mentioned may be of Francis's
funny cat pictures; "A New Mother Hub-

ster,

stock:

Woodsmen.

and Play De-

in which
rowed two seasons, and any boy can

Among the

W

-

From

a paper boat,

a similar one, at an

IE

bottle.

this unique contrivance the boys will turn
interest to the

GIVE ME A CALL

BOOTS & SEOES

the California coast, under the title

"A Brave Chinese Baby."
A humorous poem ti)at boys will appredate is "Bob’s Wonderful Bicycle," by
E. J. Wheeler; a remarkable machine into be believed.

sold below Gtsnd Rapids prices.

Stone in the Bladder Is a very dangerousailment;
ipeople are always o» theJookout
bnt many most remarkablecures have of late been
for changes to Increasetheir
wrought by “Kennedy’s Favorite Rem<rdy’’-the
earnings, and In time become
Holland, Mich., July 80, l883WYKHUY8f£jr
invention ofDr. Kennedy of Hondont.N.Y. Anwealthy;those who do not 1m
other striking esse is now addi d to the list. Mr.
iproye their opportunitiesrePeter Lawler. ofOalton,Mass., sutes In a letter
main In poverty. We offer a
to Dr. Kennedy that he bad been troubled with
great chance to make money. We want many
bladder complaintfor 14 years, and bad consulted
at differenttimes sevea physicists;
bnt nothing men, women, boys and girls to work for ns in their
own localities. Any one can do the work properly
from the flrst atari. The business will pay more
than ten times ordinary wages. Expensiveoutfits
furnished free. No one who engagesfalls to make
money rapidly. Yon can devote your whole time
ler should flrst try the ••Favorite Remedy,”so as
to the work, or only vour spare moments. Full inIf possible,to avoid an operation. And here Is the
forawflonMd all that Is needed sentfree.Address
remarkable result: “Dear Doctor Keonedy— Ths
STINSON A CO., Portland,
4fi-ly
day after I came home I passed two gravel stones,
and am doing nicely now. If yon would like to
see the stone*! srili send them to yon,” This lett^beaw date ‘‘Dalton.M«s., Feb. 61 h,” and is
signed “Peter Lawler." The stones, which are so
will buy all the Stave and Heading
«> wsrrentfor “Kennedy’s Favorite RemeBolts
you can .make and deliver the year
dy the claim that It Is the most snccessfnl spec!
OF
round, viz
i (Sc for Stpne yet discovered, are now In Dr. Kennedy’s posee*»lon.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
states tnatthe “Favorite Remedy" at the same
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
time cared him ol a etoborn case of Rheumatism :
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 Inches long.
and It Is a fact that In all effectionaarising ont ol
dieerder of the liver or urinary organs it is a searchBlack Ash Stave Bolts, 88 Inches long.
i remedy and work* marvellousbenents. It is
Black Ash Reading Bolts 88 inches long.
... Ifself almost a medicine chest. Order it of year
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
druggist Prioe 11.00 a
J
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Frontyu PUUfUld {Matt.) EaoU.

Watches and Clocks

BERKSHIRE SWINE.
Bkicheb, Will Co., Illinois.

Wtt

some characteristiclllnslratioos;
and H. H.
contributes an interestingsketch of Chinese

the author

Remedy.

No trouble to show goods.

HEREFORD CATTLE
COTSWOLD SHEEP

IN'

Edgar Fawcett teiis In delightful style a
fanciful stoiy, called "The

Co.,

Maine.

are followed by Katharine R. McDowell’s

make

full line of Spectacles, which are the
the market.

Farmers and

aod some charming springtide verses by

Prince," for wnich R. B. Birch has

Miller

Basiptaaaits Iwromas or

Atke’s Sarsaprilla,the Aral blood medi-

Cost Smith

in

Prompt attention given to repairing.

12-ly.

ani sailed for Europe."

with

etc.

keep a
it

“Then everythingis all right, eh!"
“Yes, sir, except a rumor around town
that you had robbed the bank of $50,000

if

etc.,

BOS.

. 86-ij

“No, sir."

deed,

cure at once simple, certain and effectual,

P.DENUYL.

“Book-keeper been charged with embez*

on

of

Ac,

cor. Fish.

element f"

life

J,
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EXCHANGE.

Don’t forget the place No. 1W, Eighth street,

sir.”

ous cures and

I

—

^“This Lecture should! be In the hands of
rery yonth and every man In the land.
Bent under seal, In a plain envelope,to any address, poet paid, <m receipt of eix cents or two
postage stamps- Address

GOODS

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN

home and

Fits,

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

on hand.

asked:

has the

dealer

Butter & Eggs always

Gunnison region had occasion

**We!l, James,
acouded f '

and

BOS,

Allot very large and auorted stock of

embracing all the

WYKHUYSEN.

Restored!

,

wrve the public with ever

P«rUlne to a

How

Which we^ntend to keep

the porter of the bank at the depot,

“No,

^

mode

ble

in the

^OF

Lost,

H.

Jost published, new editionof Ds. Ccltibw*LL 8 Cilibratm> Kbsat on the radical cure of
Spermatorrhoeaor 8-mlnal Weakness, Involon-

TORE

S

I

(To be Continued.)
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bank
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“ag<ie and Lillah Southgate,"was the
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wwaM^aa/ each
ik m bottle.
h uraaw
X«w Pamphlet, whfoh
0TOua XiwPAMraurr with Hwxobt or
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50c., Sl-OO, SI. 75.

»

1.00 Catarrh Cura ..... 75
50 Plaitar ........... 25

undereigneddeeires

’

A

EC O L L

voiut itnouca.
• •

I
^ZtZL,ZZ. S “ “=rS"‘
will see

a call.

UpSalvs ........... 20 lahalaKGiaN 50c) 1.00
TodatSoap(3Caksi).
50 NatalSyrlnge----- 25
OUitmcat ........... 50 Mad tested Paper... 25

well.’*

ScoU.

me
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DRY GOODS

“Tell me their namei, and I

in these lines, for the next thirty days, re-

Daatlfrica...........

‘•God looks oo the children,
For he
he lovee
lovee them
them well.*'
For

said Dr.

my spring

j -

wandered in hear, hearing the

aZ“',

for

huUmimU
ii vwwrtta

children sing

‘

goods

gardless of cost. Give

.
14 West 14th St, New York.
this. All alone now, I wandered to the Bold by H. WALSH, Holland Micb.
Islfids, to the House of Refuge, and the “

Fire Points, In search of

make room

I desire to dispose of to

stock, I will sell all

U newtr $old in bulk or Sy msaturt.

mouim..

ooBtaraBBtiMM

have thought

doctor, I’d never

twenty year, ago

mess

JXf*-—

Toilet Craam. .......

uutU hunger forced me out
and then I began the search for my chib
dren. My poor degraded wife hsd been
dismal abode,

sect

and well selected stock of Clothing, and Boots

the greateatknown remedy.

lhtl which would feed this moa.ter

from that hour I have not seen ihern.
“Without food or Are, I dung to my

a large

and Shoes, which

OmtHm. pomra EXTRACT
• 41a
who WM deroaringu». More th.n »
AffO
oirla w«nt
__
ago mv
my little
little girls
went out to beg, and

Having

Vcv Piles, Bllad, BIcMHag ar Itchlag,

cbau

^

tb«aa dis-

Diphtheria aii Sore Throat.
prompter. It Is a aure core. Delay la

dismal street, aod sent our children out to

beg. Think of

ao

Btomaoh, Vosa, or from any caose, laapeali*
ly oontroUed and stopped.

we hired * cellar in a dark

this great city,

><

Our

Hemorrhages.

we soon came, together, to wallow In the
gutter. Penniless,begging our

Cart/

traaiocoompklntsas the Mxtract.

despair from that hour, and that night she
too partook of the poisoneddraught

‘'Catarrh

meet ieriooi mm*

to

tarrfaalaffaottooa,
tosiinploand Inexpeoaire.

too, for drink. My wife was never the
after

Haad,

podallyprepared

pawned It,

placed there so tenderly, and

Our££5

Catarrh.
Sif.-EriS
Gold
Hm<L So.
Cold tn
to

and tore off the ring .that years ago

same

treat Reduction!!!

wife refused that Christ-

give me her wedding ring.

Meyers. Brouwer

A

Co.

PARKER'S GINGER TONI

dealcbi ar.

furniture

Sc

, TTIT
tllliBRlaand

coffins

HOLLAND, MICB.

Women will

not only save

powsn,Mk> make
mike

ths Greatest Blood
theH

Purifierftthe

SUmlii-iUrwWiismf

mon-

<rl’v.»»&knerS^’^c,‘c«r

HAROLD.

Sept. 1,1880.

^InUie FWt Word, aUhe ranmof Gambia Engine Co. No. t, (Ranters’ basement.).
In the Second ward at tht photographgallery o.

Stomach, Bowels, Li
Kidneys, and eO Female Comolaints.
If you are wasting sway with Consumption
Jr
any disease, use the Tonic tonlay. It will surely
help you. Ft member! itis far superior to Bitters,
Essencesof Ginf er and other Tooks, aa it builds
up the system without intoxicating,goc. and $t
sues, at all dealers in drugs. None genuinewithout
signature of Hl*00X & Co., N Y. Bend lor circular
LA1GK SAVING IN BUTINO TKK DOLLAR SOI.
sH diseases of the

Young Men snd

I.

Holland. Mich..

Notice i> hereby riven that the Board of Reriatrationof the City of Hdljand, will meet atthefollowlng placet in aaid city on Saturday, tho Slat
day of Marcb, A. D. 1883. between the honre of
eight u
o’clock,
righto
‘
MW*, a. m. and ».»•
o’clock,
p. m., for
the narnoee of^mpleUnglhe^lsts
the^nrj>ofe
of completingthe
of qnallfled

-

NOTICE.

B In*

Sf*Third Ward,

at the store of

Hoot

4

Kramer.
In the Fourth Word, at the residence of Gee. H.
The Board of School Examinera of Ottawa Oo.,
will meet to examine applicants to teach tn the Blpp.
public schools of said county, at the following
J. A. TER VRBR,
plaqes and time:
B. J. HARRINGTON,
Ooopersvllle, March SB. 18M. at the Schoolhonse.
JOHN
•
Grand Haven. March 80, 1888.
GKO. N. WILLIAMS,
Zeeland, April 6. 1B83. at the Schoolhonse.
PEITER WINTER,
Examination!will commence promptly at 9 a.
.......JOHN KRAMER,
Testimonialsof good moral character required. .....
By order of the Board.
Board of Registration of the City of Holland.
JAB. F. ZWEMER, 8cc’y.
Sphimg Lari, Jan. 81, 1883.
Dated, Holland, Michigan, March 1, A. D. 1888.

BKUKlMA.
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